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PREFACE

This report presents some extensions of the methodology of 

document retrieval system evaluation. Part 1 provides an overview of 

of the milepost studies in evaluation. Part II presents in some 

detail a discussion of measurement from a nonconventional viewpoint.
Part III is a collection of technical papers on various aspects of statistical 

evaluation.

I

some

A companion report of this same date, prepared under the same 

"Procedural Guide for the Evaluation of Document Retrievalcontract.
Systems, " provides suggestions on the implementation of document

retrieval evaluations.

Edward C. Bryant 
Project Director
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PART I

THE UTERATURE PERSPECTIVE

by
R. R. V. Wiederkehr

1. 1 Introduction

There is now a vast store of published reports and articles dealing 

with the evaluation of information systems - a store which is growing at a 

very rapid rate. The rate of growth is indicated by the number of citations 

in various articles and bibliographies, 

bibliography [1], which incorporates reports up to 1966, cites 324 

references of which only 36 were published earlier than 1960, the earliest 

publication date being 1953. In the Annual Review of Information Science 

and Technology, the number of references concerned with the Design and 

Evaluation of Information Systems was 41 for 1965, 116 for 1966, and 201 

for 1967.

For example, Henderson's

Since an excellent book by Lancaster [2] and a number of good re

view articles by Bourne [3], Rees [4], Borko [5], King [6], Treu [7], and 

Wessel and Cohnssen [8], and bibliographies by Henderson [1], and 

Neeland [9] already exist, no attempt will be made in this section to cover 

exhaustively the literature concerned with evaluation of ii/ormation 

retrieval systems. Instead, attention will be focused only on selected 

highlights related to this study.

In reviewing the development of evaluation of information retrieval, 
it will be convenient to consider two lines of development: the evaluation 

of existing information systems and the development of measures for 

evaluation. Whereas the first line of development tends to be experimental, 

the second tends to be theoretical. These two lines of development will be 

presented in Sections 2 and 3.

1
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1.2 Evaluation of systems

1.2. 1 Early efforts

In 1953, Taube [lOj conducted a study to compare the
performance of alternate indexing systems. He enumerated several factors 

which should be included in the evaluation of information retrieval systems: 

cost, size of equipment, time to organize and search information file, 

number of access points per item, rate of obsolescence, rate oi growth, 

specificity, suggestiveness, etc.; but confessed that the relative impor
tance of these factors was not knovm. Using these factors as a basis of 

comparison, Taube studied the Uniterm system, several classification 

systems, several subject heading systems, and several standard methods 

of indexing. He concluded that the Uniterm system was superior with 

respect to all factors except suggestiveness.

Other early workers concerned with designing and evalu
ating information retrieval systems were Taube and Heilprin [11],

Thorne [12] and Gull [13]. These early efforts were characterized by:

(1) the development of a number of alternate systems, 
including computers and other mechanized systems, 
for storing and retrieving information.

(2) construction of mathematical models for 
such as cost, time, number of access points per item.

(3) small-scale tests of alternate systems - mostly 
altcx-nate indexing systems.

Large scale experiments

These early developments uncovered a number of diffi
culties and problems which apparently could be resolved by large-scale 

experimentation. One of the first groups to undertake large-scale experi

mentation was ASUB who, under the direction of C. W. Cleverdon, 

conducted a scries of large-scale tests at the College of Aeronautics, 

Cranfield [14]. The primary objective of this project was to compare the

measures

1.2.2

!
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I effectiveness of four indexing and classification systems for a single body 

of documents or file. The four methods tested were: the Universal Decimal 

Classification, alphabetical subject headings. Uniterms and a specially- 

prepared faceted classification. To calculate this effectiveness, two 

measures were used: the recall (the ratio of the number of relevant docu

ments retrieved to the total number of relevant documents in the file) and 

the precision (the ratio of the number of relevant documents retrieved to the 

total number of documents retrieved). Recall was taken to be the primary 

measure and precision was taken to be the secondary measure. In fact, the 

concept of the precision ratio (relevance ratio) did not emerge until the 

project had been underway for some time. The method used to obtain 

values for these measures was to formulate a number of test questions, 

each designed to retrieve a single source document, and then to conduct 

searches based on each of these test questions. The fraction of searches 

yielding the source document was used to estimate the recall, and the ratio 

of the number of relevant documents to the total documents retrieved was 

used to estimate the precision. Other objectives of this project were to 

determine the effects of type of document indexed, length of time of indexing, 

qualification of indexer, and to conduct failure analyses to determine 

reasons for failing to recover source documents. The results indicated that 

there was surprisingly little difference in the performance of the four 

systems tested. Human errors in mdexing and searching were more 

serious than errors due to the file organization. It was concluded that file 

organization is relatively unimportant in the performance of IR systems. 

Specificity of the vocabulary and exhaustivity of indexing are mueh more 

important factors.

I
1

i

I

A continuation of this line of work compared the perfor

mance of a manual index based on a faceted classification with the perfor

mance of the mechanized index of metallurgical literature developed by 

Western Reserve University. The approach used was similar to that of the 

Cranfield project [15]. This study was perhaps most significant for its

3



further developmept of techniques for the analysis of system failures. 

This failure analysis wno later taken much further by l^ncasier in the 

MEDLARS study.

The results of the Cianfi"ld e'perir ents stimulated much 

discussion and criticism. Swan? un [16], for example, in ar excellent 

review of this topic, praised tfie Cranfiel'i project for collecting an immense 

quantity of valuable data and producing much wel’ -wn cn materia’ nis- 

cus.,iiig the issues and problems m evaluating retriesal systems, but 

warned against accepting the Cranfield results as being generally ap|>U* 

cable because of a number of conditions under which the results were 

obtained. For example, the Cranfield lesults apply only to source docu

ments; they may not apply to nor.-sou ce documents. Also, there was a 

lack of control n experiments ov( r ihe possible influtuce of hum»n memoiy. 

Rees' [17’ assessment of the Cranfield project, slated bricily, is that the 

great value of this work lies in the area of test methodology rather than in 

the experimental results. In particular, the techniques of failure analysis 

have proved most helpful u gaining insight on how an infcjrmation retrieval 

sysiem funciions in practice.

\s a result of the experimental work done at Cranfield, 

Western Resei ve University and several other locations, and the ensuing 

discussions- and criticisms, it ass realiicd that a need existed for improved 

methodologies for texting and evaluation. In 1964 the Natural Science 

Foundation spon ioreJ a conference [18] "to review the work on testing and 

evaluation of document searching ^.ystems and procedures and to consider 

promising directions [or future wori'^ in this area The major findings 

of the conference may be summarized as follows:

(1) A need exists to develop and experiment with 
measures of performance and criteria for '^valuation.

(2) A need exists for emphasis on the experimental 
design of tests and experiments.

I
4
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It is desirable that the development of reporting 
standards facilitate the communication of the results 
of test and evaluation experiments.

(3)

The nature of the notion of "relevance" is fundamental 
to the evaluation of system performance.

(4)

It is feasible and fruitful to consider public or non
individual senses of search specifications based on 
written versions of them.

(5)

The need exists for the development of test and evalu
ation methods which concentrate on selected features 
of the document retrieval system, rather than on 
total systems.

More tests of features of operating systems, designed 
to determine the advantages and disadvantages of 
various measures 
conducted.

(6)

(7)

and test m.ethods used, should be

In response to the need to develop and experiment with 

of performance and criteria for evaluation (Finding 1 of the 

NSF Conference), two complementary research efforts have been under

taken under the sponsorship of NSB". One study, under the direction of 

Cuadra and Katter [19], at the Systems Development Corporation, has been 

concerned with determining the effect of numerous factors, such as judges.

measures

documents, etc. on the variability of relevance judgments by conducting a
Some conclusions of this study areseries of fixed-effects experiments, 

that relevance judgments are affected by: the skills and attitudes of the

particular judges, the documents used, the information requirements 

the instructions and settings in which the judgments were
The

statements.
made, and the type of rating scale used to express the judgments, 

other study, under the direction of Rees and Schultz [20], at Case Western 

Reserve University, has been concerned with determining the effect on 

relevance judgments of factors such as documents, judgmental groups,
A simulated fieldresearch stages, and document representations, 

experimental approach was used. Their approach emphasizes the making

5
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of relevance judgn;ients in the natural setting of the user. Some conclusions 

of this study are (1) relevance ratings depend on personal characteristics 

(such as scientific orientation and involvement in research) and should be 

taken into account in the formulation of information requirements; (2) di

chotomous rele\ ance judgments are not very sensitive to the factors 

affecting these judgments, and (3) stable, meaningful judgments of relevance 

require that the relevance judges be relatively homogeneous.

In response to the need for emphasis on the experimental 

design of tests and experiments (Finding 2 of the NSF Conference), a study 

was undertaken by Snyder, et. al. [21] at Human Sciences Research, Inc 

also under the sponsorship of NSF. The major purposes of this study were: 

to review critically the experimental design practices in previous tests and 

evaluation studies, to identify poor experimental design practices, and to 

suggest recommendations for improving experimental design practices.

The approach was to consider each study with respect to 15 "review 

dimensions": study objective, research user perspective, system objective, 

system stage, research setting, subsystem studied, independent variables, 

criteria measures, design comparison, control variables, analysis and 

statistics, measurement sensitivity, sampling, research description and 

research interpretation, and conclusions. Errors in experimentation 

which occurred most frequently were identified to be: confounding of 

independent variables, poorly posed hypotheses concerning the factors that 

affect the criteria measures (such as recall and precision), unknown 

variability of the concept of relevance from ' idge to judge, unknown 

variability of the relevance rating from judge to judge, the choice of 

dichotomous relevance scale might be improved, lack of controls over 

possible sources of variation, not ensuring that srmples are representative, 

selecting too small a sample, employing inadequate statistical analyses, 

unawareress of related work, and inadequate reporting.

• •

Another product of this study was a list of areas wherein 

the state-of-the-art requires further development. These areas included:

6
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"development of intermediate criteria, examination of information 

transmission through the system, investigation of how people make 

relevance judgments, and examination of concept identification and search 

strategy in the query chain. " They also suggest "that a better understanding 

of system criteria--criteria needed to evaluate the various elements of the 

system and interrelationships among them - are prerequisite to advances 

in the technology of document retrieval systems. " Snyder, et. al. outline 

procedu.es for employing the present state-of-the-art in experimental 

method and technique for avoiding the above errors.

Meanwhile, during 1965 and 1966, the ASIJB-Cranfield

Project continued through a second phase, called Cranfield II, which is 

described in a final report [22], [23]. The major objective of this renewed 

effort was to investigate the effect of factors determining the performance

of retrieval systems. Performance in this study is measured in terms of 

four parameters: recall ratio, precision ratio, fallout ratio, and generality 

number. Cranfield II was carried out in a laboratory-type setting with the 

environmental and operational conditions carefully controlled.

Based on the results of this study, Cleverdon concludes that 

there exists a basic inverse relationship between recall and precision. In 

conducting a search in a retrieval system, whatever one does to enlarge the 

search is likely to improve recall but degrade precision. Likewise, 

whatever one does to reduce the scope of a search strategy is likely to 

improve precision at the expense of recall. He also suggests that use of 

index languages involving single terms produced the best performance, 

index languages based on the EJC thesaurus yielded intermediate oerformance 

and index languages based on concepts gave the worst performance. In his 

review of the Cranfield II report, Rees [24], warns that "acceptance of the 

Cranfield findings must be tempered by a reasoned scrutiny of the 

assumptions underlying the work. .. the difficulty of replicating the 

Cranfield results impede the investigation of generalizability. "

7



Salton and co-workers have been engaged in evaluating the 

SMART system, initially at Harvard [25] and more recently at Cornell [26], 

The SMART system is a fully automatic document retrieval system which 

processes both documents and requests without prior manual analysis, i. e • 9

the system automatically analyzes the content of both document and 

request, performs a match, and produces an ordei od output starting with
Performance is measuredthose documents most responsive to the request, 

in terms of four global parameters (rank recall, log precision, normalized 

recall, and normalized precision) and ten local parameters (the precision

at 10 preselected values of recall). Additional composite measures based 

on these fourteen are also introduced and used as overall performance 

measures. For each processing option several searches are performed; 

and from the output of these searches the fourteen parameters and certain

composite measures are evaluated, and used to assess the effectiveness of 

the particular processing option. The purpose of assessing the various 

processing options was to generate useful criteria for designing information 

As a result of these assessments, the following conclusionssysrems. 

were drawn;

Weighted subject identifiers are always more effective 
than weights restricted to 0 and 1.

(1)

Full document abstracts are far more effective as a 
source of content identification than titles alone.

(2)

A thesaurus process performs more effectively than 
methods using original words only.

Fully-automatic text analysis procedures are 
approximately equivalent in performance to methods 
based on manually assigned keywords.

(3)

(4)

Search systems based on a large number of document 
groups (containing only a few documents) produce 
better results than systems based on fewer clusters 
of larger size.

(5)

8



(6) A system based on document transformations
produces greater improvements than query transforma
tions alone.

Another experimental effort was conducted by Giuliano 

and Jones [27] at Arthur D. Little, Inc. The objectives of this study were 

to evaluate an experimental prototype associative searching system 

relative to a conventional system, to explore the effectiveness of human 

mediation in the associative search process, and to test the feasibility of 

machine identification of content-bearing strings of words for indexing. 

Variables considered related to characteristics of the user population, the 

document (message) collection, the indexing scheme, and the search 

procedure. The major measure of performance of a retrieval system 

used in this study was the performance curve - a curve of the cumulative 

value of retrieved documents as a function of rank in the list of retrieved 

documents ordered by the measure of mismatch between document and 

search request. For each of a number of search options a small number of 

searches was performed and the resulting performance curves were 

constructed a.id used to evaluate each option. Major conclusions of this 

effort were: that associative searching is apparently more effective than 

coordinate searching, that a panel of judges is not significantly more 

effective than a single judge, and that it is feasible to employ machine 

identification of content-bearing pairs of words for indexing.

Two major evaluation programs in 1967 involved large 

operating systems. The first was a comprehensive evaluation of the 

Foreign Technology Division's Central Information Reference and Control 

(CIRC) system. Taulbee [28] describes this program in some detail, 

although results have yet to be released. The National Library of 

Medicine's system (MEDLARS) was evaluated in considerable depth by 

Lancaster [29]. The objectives of this study were to determine how 

effectively and efficiently MEDLARS is meeting the demand search require

ments of MEDLARS users, to recognize factors adversely affecting the

9
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system performance and to disclose ways in which user requirements 

could be satisfied more efficiently and/or economically. Results of 

exhaustive analysis of search failures led to the conclusions and recom

mendations concerning user-system interaction; the index language; 

searching strategies; the indexing process; computer processe.s; the 

relationship between indexing, searching and index language; use of 

loreign language material; and quality control of the MEDLARS operation.

A series of experiments was conducted at the U. S. Patent 

Office that evaluated systems during early stages of file development. The 

principal objective of these experiments was to provide some insurance 

that the completed systems would perform satisfactorily. The experiments 

involved preliminary search experiments and indexing experiments on 

samples of documents. Failure analyses were performed to suggest 

system modifications before they became too expensive.

1.3 Development of Measures for Evaluation of Document Retrieval
Systems

In Section 1.2 the major experimental efforts directed towards 

evaluating existing information retrieval systems occurring over the past 

15 years were reviewed. Each such effort employed one or more measures 

used as criteria for evaluating the existing information retrieval systems. 

Although the selection of such measures has a strong influence on the 

outcome of an evaluation, as yet no measure or set of measures has been 

found that is universally acceptable to information retrieval systems 

evaluators. Because the issue of selecting a proper measure is a vital 

one, it is fitting to trace the development of these measures.

In 1956 Perry, Kent and Berry [33] considered a number of quan

titative measures to be used as criteria for evaluating and designing 

information retrieval systems. They concluded that the effectiveness and 

efficiency of an information retrieval system can be measured in terms of 

two factors: the recall factor (the ratio of the number of retrieved docu

ments judged to be relevant to the search request to the total number of

10
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I relevant documents in the file) and the pertinency factor (the ratio of the 

number of retrieved documents judged to be relevant to the search request 

to the total number of documents retrieved). This pair of factors, often 

under different names, played a dominant role in evaluating document 

retrieval systems, and have been widely used by many investigators such as 

Cleverdon, Lancaster, Salton and others. The present generally accepted 

for these terms are the recall ratio and the precision ratio.names

In 1959 Mooers [34] proposed three measures which extend the 

notions of recall ratio and precision ratio to a trichotomy instead of a 

dichotomy. Two of these measures in effect are recall ratios for pertinent 

and crucially pertinent documents, and one is similar to the complement of 

the precision.

Composite measures have been proposed by a number of researchers. 

Swanson [35] relates the recall ratio R to the amount of irrelevant material 

retrieved, I, and proposes the following measure: M = R - pi where p is a
Bornstein [36], Verhoeffpenalty. This measure is a type of net gain, 

et. al. [37] and Wyllys [38] have also proposed composite measures which

reviewed by Swets [39].are

Bourne, et. al. [40] described two different criteria for evaluating 

information retrieval systems :

(1) Performance-requirement matching with weighting, and

(2) Performance evaluation with a time cost model.

The first method involved identifying factors affecting the relative merit 

of the information retrieval system, quEintifying the performance of the 

system with respect to each factor, quantifying the user requirements or 

target performance of each factor based on a sampling of user opinions, 

observing the deviation of the system from the target value, weighting each 

factor by its relative importance, and summing the resulting weighted 

deviations to yield an overall measure of performance. The first method 

is recommended only as an immediate and rough measure of performance.

11
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The second method employs the measures of annual operating cost, and 

time required to satisfy users’ requests to evaluate the performance of 

document retrieval systems. Time limitations in this study permitted the 

development only of a model for costs but not one for time. This second 

method, which apparently has not yet been highly developed, is considered 

to be more sound than the first and might be applied to future evaluations.

Meanwhile, another study was undertaken by David Hertz at 

Arthur Anderson & Co. [41] to develop criteria and measures of effective

ness for evaluating information retrieval systems. The major criteria 

selected in this study for the evaluation of information retrieval systems 

were: cost, time and volume; models were developed for each of these 

measures. Also, a performance simulation model was developed to test 

alternate types of systems, and to evaluate their performance. The major 

conclusions of this study were that:

(1) Cost, time and volume are necessary measures for any 
evaluation.

(2) Performance simulation is an important mechanism for learning 
about information retrieval systems.

(3) Subjective criteria should be integrated into the final evaluation 
of a system.

This excellent study apparently has been overlooked by many researchers 

in the field of evaluation of information retrieval systems.

In 1963 Swets [39] reviewed the previous measures for evaluating 

information retrieval systems, discussed their shortcomings, and proposed 

a new improved measure: the operating characteristic curve. The 

operating characteristic curve of an information retrieval system is a plot 

of the probability of retrieving the document given that i+ is relevant (in 

effect, the recall ratio) versus the probability of retrieving the document 

given that it is not relevant, as the acceptance criteria for relevance is 

varied from one extreme (low documents retrieved) to the other (high
]

I
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documents retrieved). More recently, Swets [42] has constructed the 

operating characteristic curves from the data generated by: the project at 

Cranfield, England, under Cleverdon, the project at Harvard and Cornell 

Universities under Salton, and the project at Arthur D. Little Inc 

Giuliano and Jones. The operating characteristic curves were found to be 

a convenient means for representing the corresponding information 

retrieval systems, for when plotted on probability paper, operating 

characteristic curves are approximately represented by straight lines.

Such a straight line can be completely characterized by two parameters: 

the slope and an appropriate intercept; these two parameters can be used to 

characterize the effectiveness of an information retrieval system. This 

characterization has the advantage that it is independent of variations in the

acceptance criteria.

In 1968 Cooper [43] reviewed the previous measures including those 

of Swets, Salton, and Giuliano and Jones, and made the following observa

tion concerning previous measures:

(1) Many previously proposed measures are not single measures 
(e. g., recall and precision are a pair of measures).

(2) Many previously proposed 
of documents, a retrieved set and an unretrieved set, without 
accounting for the possibility of an order of retrieval involving 

more than two sets.

(3) "Most proposed measures have no built in capability for com- 
parison of system performance with purely random retrieval.

(4) Most proposed measures do not account for how many relevant 
documents the user actually needs.

under• »

assume there are two setsmeasures

introduce the concept of the "expected search length"Cooper then goes on to 
in a "weak ordering. " The following statements present the essence of this

concept. If documents in the file are ordered by the retrieval system 

according to their expected degree of relevance to the search request, and 

quantifies the amount of relevant information desired, say sixthe user

13
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relevant document^, then the expected search length is defined to be the 

number of nonrelevant documents in the ordered file which precede the 

sixth relevant document. By comparing the expected search length for the 

actual system with that of a hypotlietical system which randomly orders its 

output documents, the fractional reduction in expected search length in going 

from the random system to the actual system can be obtained. This 

fractional reduction is called the mean expected search length reduction 

factor. Cooper claims that this factor overcomes the shortcomings of 

earlier factors as enumerated above.

jjc!!;)):*

An appropriate measure to be used as a criterion for evaluating an 

information retrieval system should account for both how effectively the 

objectives are being met as well as how efficiently resources are being 

used. Consequently, it is desirable to have measures of effectiveness, 

such as how many useful documents were retrieved, and measures of 

efficiency, such as the cost and time. Recall and precision only partly 

satisfy this desire.

In the research and development phase of any system, the primary 

objective is to demonstrate the teclmical feasibility of the system. 

Accordingly, effectiveness is of prime importance and efficiency is often 

ignored. Once the technical feasibility of the system has been proven, the 

objective shifts to demonstrating the economic feasibility of the system.

In most operating systems economic feasibility is of prime importance, in 

which case both the effectiveness and the efficiency should be taken into 

account.

Since most efforts to date concerning the evaluation of information 

retrieval systems have treated systems in the research and development 

phase, most of the measures considered have been measures of effective

ness, such as recall and precision. However, as the systems become 

operational on a large scale, measures of efficiency and overall measures

14



which account for both effectiveness and efficiency are anticipated. Both 

Bourne and Hertz (author of the Arthur Anderson study) have recognized 

th':‘5 Doint, but few others.
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PART II. MEASUREMENT

by

D. W. King 

E. C. Bryant

Introduction2.1

This report is generally concerned with the evaluation ol 

systems that in some way involve the process by which knowledge
While the scopeis recorded and transferred to the use of others.

of such systems can be very broad, specific examples are frequently 

called information retrieval systems, document retrieval systems.
Strictly as a matter of convenience, suchor library systems.

systems are referred to in this pai't of the report as document
There is no intention to limit attention to a

The word "document"
retrieval systems.
specific kind of system by this language, 
may be interpreted very broadly to include published material.

research notes, magnetic tapes, microfilms, or any other vehicle 

for the storage of knowledge (information) that may be transmitted 

from one individual to another or from an individual in one time

frame to the same individual in another.

Document retrieval systems require funding, planning, and 

management, and these activities require decisions, 

tion has anything to offer in the field of document retrieval, it 

must make its contribution to the decision-making process.

If evalua-

Such

evaluation can range from the purely subjective to the highly ob

it is obvious that measurement is at the heart of objectivejective.
evaluation, and it constitutes the principal focus of attention in this

part of the report. Measurement implies quantification, but in 

the field of document retrieval there has been no consensus as to

what to quantify or how to quantify it. We do not propose here to
to questions that to some extent will 

do hope to set forth a general
provide any ultimate 

always remain unanswerable, but we 

framework for measurement and to make certain recommendations

answers
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with respect to the use of measures for specific applications. We do 

not expect unanimity of agreement concerning these recommenda

tions, but we hope that this report may stimulate further penetrating 

analysis of some of the problems.

We assume that certain questions must be answered in a 

discussion of measures of evaluation. Among them are:

1. Why measure at all?

2. What should one measure?

3. What measures are appropriate to specific requirements?

4. How does one use measures?

The remainder of Part n of this report is devoted to a discussion 

of these questions.

2. 2 Why measure at all?

"Measure” is a highly flexible word having, in a typical 

English dictionary, well over a dozen meanings when used as a 

noun and perhaps half that many when used as a verb. For our 

purposes, it seems desirable to take a simple meaning of the verb, 

i. e., "to take or mark the limits or the dimensions of, " and for the 

noun, "the extent or dimensions of anj'thing. " We specifically wish 

to avoid the connotation of a standard scale, since this is a luxury 

not permitted us by the systems being measured. In other words, 

measurement is simply quantification.

We measure (quantify) as an aid to evaluation, but it must 

be realized that not all evaluation requires quantification. A wine 

taster can evaluate a wine without knowing its exact chemical compo

sition. However, in the universe of document retrieval systems it 

is presumed that quantification leads to more consistent, and hence 

more meaningful, evaluation. To the best of our knowledge this 

presumption has never been tested, but is seems reasonable on intuitive 

grounds.

22
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2. 3 Wliat should one measure?

Every document retrieval system has virtually an endless 

list of characteristics that describe the system, the environment 

within which it operates, and the ways in which it responds to stimuli 

from that environment. Some of these characteristics are worth 

measuring and some are not.

V/hich of the characteristics one decides to measure depends 

upon the objectives of the evaluation, that is, upon the kinds of decisions 

which might be affected by the evaluation results. These decisions 

may be broadly categorized as funding decisions and management 

decisions.

Funding decisions include the allocation of resources to 

the system, as well as decisions to establish or to discontinue 

systems. Management decisions are those that govern the use of 

funds to acquire documents, to index documents, to provide search 

and reference services, and so on. These decisions are highly 

dependent upon funds available, of course, and decisions to provide 

funds are dependent upon management's use of funds previously 

provided. The distinction between funding decisions and management 

decisions is useful in determining whether to focus upon economic 

measures or performance measures. These ideas will be developed 

subsequently.

At the risk of oversimplification, we can say that one would 

like to be able to measure cost, performance, and benefits. There 

is little controversy over the unit of measurement for cost -- the 

dollar provides a convenient unit for such measurement. There is 

some controversy over whether or not one should use discounting 

techniques, but this is a minor problem. There is a great deal of 

controversy over what constitutes cost.

23
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All of the problems associated with measurement of cost 

are magnified when one tries to measure benefits. Some benefits 

can only artificially be expressed in monetary units and some not at 

all.

More attention has been paid to measures of performance than 

to measures of cost and benefits. Most of the difficulties arise 

because performance is not a uniquely defined property -- it is 

many things to many people. No single measure can be expected to 

satisfy all groups of persons who wish to quantify performance, although 

some attempts to do so appear in the literature.

Even within the management of a system, one person will be 

interested in acquisition, another in indexing, another in hardware, 

and so on. Thus, it seems wise to establish as a first principle that 

one must provide multiple measures of performance. We discuss 

some of the practical limitations on measurement in the following 

section.

What measures are appropriate to specific requirements?2.4

A document retrieval system is composed of (1) functions,

(2) organizational structure, (3) processes, and (4) things (documents, 

buildings, computers, files, and so on), 

which concern us,we are most interested in functions, organizational 

structures, and processes.

For the kinds of evaluation

2.4. 1 System functions

Document information transfer systems involve flow of infor

mation via a message unit from a source (author) to a destination 

(user). For the purpose of this report, a message unit is a collection 

of words or symbols such as the full text of a report, a research 

finding, or c journal article that is transmitted from an author to 

users. Some abstracts of full texts may be considered message units

I
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if their purpose is to inform rather than merely to provide access to the 

full texts. Also, it is conceivable that some day scientific and technical 

research reports may be formatted so that portions of full texts might 

serve as message units. However, full texts are the primary message units 

of consideration in this chapter. For convenience they are called "documents, " 

although a broader meaning is intended.

The document information transfer process usually consists 

of a series of six basic system functions as given in Figure 2.1.

I.'ne
(Hcscarch*

Document
Identification

and
Location ,

Pocumenl 
A^a imitation

Docunieiit
Presentation

Document
Storage

l>ocuni»"nt
Piwlutlion

Deewntetia
CoissysHion

information transfer functionsBasic documentFigure 2.1.

The arrows in the schema represent flow only to the 

extent that the document information transfer functions often occur in th«» 

sequence shown. A short description of these functions is given to clarify 

terminology used subsequently.
Composition -- preparation of a report or publication, 
orally or in writing.
Production -- typing, printing, or taping a document.

Storage -- maintenance and preservation of copies of 
documents at identified locations.
Identification -- determination of the identity and loca
tion of documents tobe distributed in response to retro
spective searches or by selective dissemination.

Presentation -- physically turning over a copy of a 
document to a user.
Assimilation -- perception by a user of the information 
(if any) in a document.

Use -- the use to which the information is put, which 
in turn may result in new composition.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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It seems clear that most information transfer processes involving 

flow of documents from authors to users incorporate all of the six 

basic functions to some degree.

Actual transmission of a document from author to reader 

can take place by a variety of channels described by the functions

A few examples of document information transfer channelsabove.

are given below:

a. Transmission of scientific and technical reports --

Assimi
lation

Compo
sition

Identifi-
Production Storage cation

Presen
tation

CFSTI -> Library 
(microfiche)

Retrospec--^Viewer 
tive search

-•“ReadStaff

-^‘KeadAgency 
distr.

-^CFSTI -**-Selective -^Mail 
Dissemi
nation

Author -**Agency 
directive

Author 
(type)

Technical CFSTI 
Writer

Re
searcher

"^Read

b. Transmission of books --

Assimi
lation

Identifi-
Production Storage cation 

Presen
tation

Compo
sition

ReadPublisher -^Library -5»-Browsing -2>Hand

Publisher -^Author -^Complimeru^Hand
tary copy

Publisher -^-Publisher -^Advertise- -»-Mail
ment

Staff
->-ReadAuthor

ReadAnnual
Review

I
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o. Transmission of journal articles --

Compo
sition

Identifi-
Production Storage cation

Presen
tation

Assimi
lation

Staff Publisher Library -►Bibliog
raphy

Personal-^ Memory 
library

Viewer Read

Author Publisher Hand Read

Only three of the above-described functions are of interest 

to us in the kind of evaluation discussed in this report. They are (1) storage, 

(2) identification, and (3) presentation of documents. Thus, we would like 

to be able to measure costs incurred by performance of and benefits accruing 

from these three system functions.

2.4.2 System organizational structure

Document information transfer systems are managed by 

organizational entities that provide services to store, identify, and present 

documents. The functions may be performed at several levels oi organi

zational complexity including:

(1) By an individual.

(2) By a "local” library such as a departmental government 
library, company library, or university library.

(3) By a central reservoir service such as the Library of 
Congress, the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and 
Technical Information, or the National Library of Medicine.

We define a "proprietary system" to be that part of the information trans

fer system which is under the management control of a given organizational 

entity. Evailuation almost alwavs takes place within a proprietary system, 

and the proprietary entity may be government-wide such as the Library of 

Congress, or it may be part of a larger entity such as a government agency, 

a company, or a university library. For evaluation purposes, it is important to
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distinguish the class of systems in which the user belongs to (is a member 

of) the proprietary system. This particularly is true in establishing 

measures of sysiem benefits which are described in a subsequent section.

The basic document infoi mation transfer functions may be 

performed at any of the levels of centralization. Furthermore, it is clear 

that a system under evaluation may perform transfer functions within the 

proprietary entity, outside the proprietary entity, or both, depending on 

the particular system. For example, if the library of a government agency 

is being evaluated, it is clear that evaluation should include not only the 

specific services provided by the library but also the external services 

that the library ut-''izes, such as the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific 

and Technical Information and inter-library loa^is.

The organizational unit for which the evaluation is being 

done exerts a great influence on the definitions of costs, performance, 

and benefits, as well as on the selection of specific measures. Aggregate 

costs to users may be substantially different from aggregate costs to

society if the Federal Government is providing a major portion of the

Also, oenefits to society are almost certainsupport from tax funds, 

to be different from benefits to members of the organizational unit being

Finally, a different set of performance measures is necessary 

for diagnosis of a system than is necessary for broad management policy 

decision.

examined.

2. 4. 3 System processes

This section discusses ways in which three basic information 

transfer functions (storage, identification, and presentation) can be accom

plished.

Storage may be characterized by degree of centralization 

and by the organizational entity that has administrative control over the 

storage. At one end of the spectrum is a system that performs

I
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bibliographic service --it has no stoi-agc of its own but provides access to 

documents stored almost anywhere. At the other extreme is the National 

Lending Library for Science and Technology which has a large centralized col

lection but w'hich provides essentially no bibliographic service. One of the 

variables in the storage process, then, is the extent to which the system under 

evaluation attempts to store the documents that its users may require. Thus, 

the objectives of the system with respect to storage policies affect the nature 

of measurements that must be taken. Other storage variables are input pro

cessing and handling, method of physical storage, purging practices, and re-

Each of these affects the selection of performance measures.quest processing.

The identification function may operate in one of two system

modes as follows:

'1) Passive mode in which the document information trans
fer process is initiated by the user; e. g. , a retrospective 
s ea rch

(2) Active mode in which the document information trans
fer process is initiated by the system; e.g., selective 
dissemination of information.

Passive systems may further be classified by the processes 

actually used to perform the identification function. In the passive mode, docu

ment identification occurs (1) by the user having prior knowledge of a document's 

ider ity (by title, author, or subject matter), (2) by the user requesting re

ferences by subject matter without prior knowledge of specific documents, and 

(3) by the user "browsing" to generate new ideas or to investigate new fields

without prior knowledge as to what documents are actually sought. In the first 

3 document identification process is minimal since the user aims tai.^i,,

ready knows of the document's identity. In the second case, however, the 

document identifi*' ition process involves retrospective searching capabilities 

that in-.eract with a number of sub-processes such as acquisition, cataloging.

mdexing, searching, screening, and search ou+put. Browsing requires 

further unique document identification processes since a user needs to peruse 

full-text or at least informative document representations from a fairly 

substantial but ill-defined file.
29



Systems operating in an active mode also involve the basic 

function of identification where the system (not the user) assumes the initiative 

for the final document information transfer process. In the active mode, docu

ment identification often occurs by prior agreement between the system and user, 

in which case the system disseminates document identification (and location) 

information (title, author, keywords, or abstracts) to a user or group of users 

on the chance that the user will need and subsequently retrieve and use the 

document. The document identification function in the active mode also inter

acts with sub-processes such as acquisition, indexing, abstracting, repro

duction, dissemination, and user matching techniques.

The document presentation function involves physically placing 

a copy of the document into the possession of the user. This function may also 

take place at all levels of centralization, but in this section presentation is de

fined as the terminal function in document transfer from author to user. The 

processes associated with this function include ordering, transmission (e. g 

mail, teletype), viewing, handling, and so on.

• $

So far we have seen that measures are needed for costs, per

formance and benefits for storage, identification, and presentation of documents 

for two modes of system operation (active and passive), and that each of the 

functions is a combination of many tasks or processing procedures. Clearly, 

then, a large number of measures may be required.

A framework for the selection of measures2.4.4

Table 2. 1 lists the three r-incipal functions of storage, identi

fication, and presentation with some of their principal components that re

quire evaluation. It also shows some of the things one might consider measuring 

in order to form evaluative judgements about those functions and components.

The listing is not intended to be comprehensive, but for illustrative purposes 

it covers the principal ittins of interest to the typical evaluator.

2.5 How does one use measures

One of the problems in evaluation of document retrieval systems is 

that one frequently cannot measure directly the thing he would like to quantify.
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Partial list of measurement candidates for the evaluation of 
document retrieval systems

Table 2.1

Functions and Objects 
to be Evaluated

Candidates for Measurement

a. Storage

1. Responsiveness to Requests from Users
2. Selection of High-demand Documents
3. Ordering Mechanics

Acquisitiona. a.

1. Composition
2. Location
3. Organization
4. Storage Form

Filesa.b.

b. Identification

1. Indexing Procedures
2. Index Structure -- Depth

b,a. Indexes

Hierarchical Structure
Correlation of Terms

3. Index Languages

1. Entry Vocabularies
2. Assistance
3. Procedures
4. Equipment
5. Screening (use of document representations)
6. Interaction with System

b.b. Retrospective 
Searching

1. Screening
2. Current Awareness
3. Use of Document Representations

b. c. Selective
Dissemination

1, Form
2. Timeliness

c. Presentation
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For example, it would be com^enient to have a single measure of performance 

so that, in comparing two systems, one could select the one with better per

formance. We have seen, however, that performance is a composite of

many things, some easily quantifiable and some almost impossible to quantify. 

Also, we frequently want to measure one thing but must measure a substitute 

(a proxy). For example, user satisfaction is a concept that we would like 

It is not measurable directly, however, so we measure theto quantify.
proportion of the user's literature citations obtained through the system.

the proportion of search output examined by the user, his qualitative as

sessment of satisfaction with particular services, and so on.

The measures presented in Section 2.4 seem, on intuitive grounds, 

to contribute something to one's knowledge of a system and how well it

What is needed is a framework for tying together these measuresworks.
so that one can see their implications with respect to the overall system

Such a framework is called a "model". The literature
- some

viewed as a unit.
contains many attempts to construct document retrieval models - 

quite primitive and some utilizing sophisticated mathematical concepts. 

A great deal more must be learned before global document retrieval 

models can be constructed that faithfully picture a generalized document
This is not toretrieval system operating in a real world environment, 

discourage model building -- far fiom it - but rather to point out that 

any models presented here must be considered stages in an evolutionary 

process in which perfection is still far in the future.

It seems abundantly clear to us that an understanding of how a

system works, what its environmental constraints are, and what will 

happen to it as a result of certain operational patterns is a necessary 

prerequisite to the use of measures in the formation of evaluative 

judgments. With this in mind, we discuss some macro-models in the
the concepts of costs, benefits.following section which rely heavily on 

and performance.
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2. 5. 1 Digression on costs, performance, and benefits

Cost describes the input of resources to a system in terms of 

monetary units. Measures of system performance describe attri

butes that can be controlled by system management, such as speed, 

accuracy, and quality -- all subject, of course, to budgetary restraints. 

Benefits describe consequences of system, performance in terms of 

value, return on investment, effect on behavior of the user, effect 

other systems, and non-quantifiable consequences that may be 

a direct result of the system or a result of interactions with other 

systems.

on

It seems sensible to base system decisions on a comparison 

between the cost necessary to attain a particular degree of performance 

and the benefits that are derived from this performance. Thus, 

system performance variables might be chosen with two purposes in 

mind. The first purpose might be to relate performance variables 

to costs and to benefits. The second purpose might be to diagnose 

the system by means of the performance variables so that evaluation 

lead to improvement when performance is not satisfactory from 

the standpoint of the cost/benefits comparison.
can

The schema in Figure 2. 2 gives a general relationship among

cost/performance/benefits measures and four basic functions of
As shown in the schema, systemdocument information transfer, 

performance variables relate the performance of the system processes 

to cost and to benefits. For example, in retrospective searching 

(one mode of document identification), system cost is partially deter

mined by average total number of documents identified, the number of 

transactions completed, and average time per transaction. System 

benefits are partially derived from such performance measures as

search accuracy and response time.

The schema in Figure 2. 2 above is purposely oversimplified.
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System cost, for example, must be subdivided into fixed costs and

The first kind of variable cost is atwo kinds of variable costs.
function of the number of transactions (document information transfers 

by one process or another) performed over a specified planning period.

The second kind of variable cost is that directlysuch as five years, 
related to alternative system processes under evaluative investigation.

Fixed costs include system equipment and development costs which 

depreciated over a specified planning period and operational costs (such 

as staff salaries, rental, etc.) that do not vary by number of searches

are

or by alternative system processes.

An example may help explain the general philosophy of choosing 

to determine costs. Suppose a governmentperformance measures 

agency's information center is considering indexing at two distinct

levels of depth (that is, terms per document) for input to a retrospective

search system. The variable costs aicributable to the two alternative

index processes are fairly well defined. Greater indexing depth
However, therepresents higher indexing costs (per document).

attributable to transactions (retrospective searches)variable costs
only affect the cost of identification but also reflect the cost of

Greater indexing depth (1) yields a larger
not
other transfer functions, 
number of documents identified by the system (for a given query).

(2) affects search time because of the increased number of terms to 

be matched, (3) requires more documents to be screened and located,

and (4) potentially yields more documents retrieved and used. All of
'eased costs. Of course.these variables directly yield measurable inv

question of indexing depth is not entirely resolved by estimating 

its effect on system costs. Greater indexing depth should also produce 

relevant documents for a given query, thus reHecting greater

the

more

accuracy.

One of the most important considerations in determining per
formance variables and benefits measures is whether or not a user is
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I
a part of the system being evaluated. If he is a part of that system, 

document retrieval performance directly affects the goals and objectives 

of that entire organizational unit. Therefore, the management of 

the proprietary entity, as system funders, will want to know whether 

or not document information transfer system expenditures yield 

sufficient benefits to make them worthwhile. Furthermore, if a user 

is part of the system und-^r evaluation, his participation may also be 

investigated.

If the user is not part of the proprietary entity, the entity has 

no administrative control over what the user does with the information 

or with the consequences of the use of the information. However, the 

system still has an important interest in the consequence of the service 

in terms of whether or not a user continues to employ the system. Thus, 

when users are not a part of the proprietary system, the system resides 

in a market-like environment, and all the economic, marketing, and 

competitive ramifications of the environment must be considered 

in evaluation.

The schema in Figure 2. 3 shows relationships between per
formance and benefits when users are not part of the proprietary 

system being evaluated. The user assimilation function no longer 

assumes a prominent role. However, processes necessary to accom

plish storage, identification, and reception all have performance 

variables such as accuracy, speed, and quality. These performance 

attributes determine the user's degree of satisfaction with service.

User satisfaction and price of the service, along with promotion and 

advertising, provide motivation to begin or to continue using the system, 

which in turn creates overall demand for system use. The price for 

the service is determined in part by cost and in part by income per 

transaction. The price per transaction times the total number of 

transactions determines income produced by demand.
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When users are not a part of the proprietary system under 

evaluative consideration, the system is usually one of two kinds: 

either a local facility, such as a public technical library, in which all 

three functions are performed either in-house or by request from 

another service facility, or a central reservoir, such as the Clearing

house for Scientific and Technical Information and the American Institute 

of Physics, that p ovide one or more system functions.

A technical library may identify a document in-house but may 

send away to obtain it. The performance variables cited in Figure 2. 3 

still remain the same, as do their relationships to user satisfaction, 

motivation to use the system, and income, 

in this case is the price paid plus handling costs.

Cost of document delivery

In some instances, the Federal Government or some other 

external source partially supports development or operation of a 

system in ordei to ensure that the system is available to the professional 

communities. In these instances, the sponsoring agencies should 

have an interest in the use of the system and the value derived from 

the system in order to determine if their own resources are properly 

allocated.

A schema relating performance variables and benefits measures 

when users are part of the proprietary system is given in Figure 2. 4.

Document assimilation becomes an integral part of the system, and 

its accomplishment yields performance variables that partially 

determine user satisfaction. Satisfaction motivates the user to continue 

using the system, which creates demand for more system transactions. 

Document assimilation also determines the use made of the information.

which in turn affects the behavior of the user and of the system of
These changes in behavior contribute to the valuewhich he is a | .irt. 

of the proprietary system.

The arrows in Figure 2. 2 through 2. 4 may be interpreted roughly
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as meaning "may be measui'ed by" when the arrows terminate at a 

performance measure, and "has (or have) an effect on" when the arrows 

terminate other boxes. The functional nature of the effects has not 

been specified, so the modeling is incomplete. We would like to be 

able to provide such functional relationships, but understanding of 

document retrieval systems has not advanced to that point. What we 

hope to have accomplished in this section is to show which measures 

related to costs and which to benefits, and something about the 

interpretations that can be placed on "benefits" in document retrieval 

systems.

are

2. 5.2 Some specific uses for measures

In the previous section we emphasize the use of performance 

measures in macro-evaluation, that is, at the funding and policy-making 

In this section we examine how selected measures may be .sed for 

specific diagnostic and management purposes.

The user's requests for documents are based upon his prior

level.

knowledge of what he wants.

(1) He may have prior knowledge of a document's identity 
(by title, author, and publication),

(2) He may request references by subject matter without 
prior knowledge of specific documents.

(3) He may "browse" a file of documents without prior 
knowledge as to what is sought in the '’'ay of documents

the specific problem he wishes to solve.or even

When a user has prior knowledge of a document's identity by 

bibliographic reference, the only remaining identification process may 

be to locate a copy of the document. The principal performance variable 

for deri ’ing system benefits is response time, measured from request 

to receipt of a copy of the document. System accuracy should not be
The response time can be used for diagnostica factor in th^s case, 

purposes by portioning the time into various retrieval activities to 

determine which aevivities are taking an unsatisfactory amount of time.I
40
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Referring to Figure 2. 3, where users are not part of the 

proprietary system, the total response time may consist of locating 

the document, as well as physically retrieving it from storage. User 

satisfaction can be related to the entire response time by recording 

degree of satisfaction for a number of searches. Simple 

regression anc’vsis can determine user satisfaction (as a deperdent 

variable) from response time (as an independent variable), 

it may make more sense to obserw'e occurrence and nonoccurrence of 

repeated system use and to measure system demand directly as a function 

of response time in a simple regression model.

user's

However,

Referring to Figure 2. 4, where users are part of the proprietary 

satisfaction and repeated use of the system can be
However, value

system, user
determined in the same way as mentioned above, 

may be difficult to determine. If the cost of locating and presenting 

documents can be estimated, one approach may be to provide the 

with estimated cost and probable response time prior to retrieval 

and to let the user decide at that time whether or not to obtain the

user

item in view of this information.

Cost v-.ries with the number of transactions performed in the 

If a desired document resides within themanner described above.
system, average cost per search is a function of the numbe- of searches 

and the frequency of use of a particular document since the cost should
If a desired documentbe allocated over all uses of ‘hat document, 

resides outside the proprietary system, the cost is the sum of the 

price paid to obtain a copy of the document and appi’opriate locating 

and handling costs. Cost also varies with alternative system processes, 

and these alternatives should be investigated with regard to both costs

and response time.

When users request reterences by subject matterjviUiout jirior 

knowledge of specific documents, the system is subject to error in

41
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identifying the correct documents. Therefore, identification accuracy 

must be considered in determining the performance cf a system.

The most difficult system performance measure to obtain is 

quantification of system accuracy, since it is not abundantly clear what 

The system, in effect, makes a relevance assessment on 

every document in the file when it responds to a search query. This 

relevance assessment may be translated into a zero-one variable when the 

system retrieves some documents and does not retrieve others. It is 

a relevance score or ranking when the system responds in that manner.

We assume that a knowledgeable judge can provide a relevance assess

ment on every document with respect to the verbalized request presented 

by the user, and it seems reasonable to suppose that the user can provide 

his own assessment of relevance.

accuracy is.

Accuracy has a different interpretation when the user is a 

part of the system than when he is not. We suggest that accuracy may 

be interpreted as follows;

a. The relationship between system relevance assessment and 
user relevance .assessment if the user is a part of the system.

b. The i-elationshiptween system relevance assessment and 
relevance to the verbalized request if the user is not a part 
of the system.

In other words, the system cannot bear the responsibility for correct formu

lation of the request unless the user is, in fact, part of the system.

Researchers engaged in two recent mujci- research projects to 

investigate relevance agree in principle, at least, that relevance should 

be defined as a relationship between a user's information question (or 

information requirement statement) and a document [1, 2]. 

tionship is called user relevance judgment. A user relevance judgment 

can be either a dichotomy (i. e., a documenc does or does not answer the 

usei''s 'i”'^'tion) or a multi-valued scale, such a.s a degree of relevance

This rela-

!
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given by scale values (e.g 0 to 10).• »

User questions are processed through the system, resulting in 

a response that hopeiully predicts (or resembles) the user relevance 

judgment. The system relevance response is defined as the system's 

assessment of the relationship between the user's question and a document. 

The system relevance response may also be a dichotomy with value one 

or zero (i. e, a document is identified or not identified) or may be multi

valued such as is the case with weighted responses from associative 

retrieval systems. It is emphasized that system relevance responses 

are independent of user relevance judgments in the sense that the rele

vance numbers are assigned by different entities.

The multi-valued measures of user relevance judgment and system 

relevance response can be plotted against one another as in Figure 2. 5.

User relevance judgment can be estimated from system relevance res

ponse mathematically, by measures of correlation or by conditional 

expectation. Thus, in some instances it may be possible to relate per

formance to system benefits if the relationship of user relevance and 

benefits is known.

SimTarly, system relevance response can be estimated from user 

relevance response. For diagnostic purposes, the variation about the 

conditional estimate can be analyzed by residual analysis to determine 

the extent to which various processes contribute to the variation.

Someone must judge the relevance relationship between a ques

tion and a document to establish the user relevance judgment. Also, an 

information system intermediary may judge relevance between a ques

tion and a document to produce the system relev'ance response. Two 

major studies [1, 2] on human judgments of relevance indicate that these 

judgments are subject to considerable variation due to differences in 

documents, judgment conditions, questions, judges, and even different 

judgments made by the same judge over time. Even though these
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I factors are not directly related to cost or to benefits, they should be 

isolated if possible to permit better estimates of user relevance judg

ments (hence, benefits) and also to enable a researcher to diagnose 

system processes more effectively.

The continuous values of user relevance judgment and system 

relevance response plotted in Figure 2. 5 provide some advantages over 

dichotomous judgments in that additional discrimination power is poss

ible, and, secondly, a more flexible search strategy can be employed in 

which the decision point D_ is lowered to identify new documents to where 

the user is satisfied with the search results.

I

Swets [3] has considered continuous values of system relevance 

and dichotomous \^lues of user relevance judgment. He sug-responses
gests that the frequency distribution of documents found to the right of

those 3- ^ d relevant)the user decision point in Figure 2. 5 (i. e 

and the frequency distribution of documents found to the left of

• »

those judged not relevant) be plotted against values on the system(i. e
relevance response scale as shown in Figure 2.6.

• >

He also defines D as a critical point above which the system 

selects items for examination. The proportion of Distribution B to the

right of D in Figure 2. 6 can be identified w=th ihe probability of re- 

trieving a document, given that it is relevant. The proportion of Dis

tribution A to the right of Dg can be identified with the probability of 

retrieving a document, given that it is not relevant.
another for all values of Dg and rcxcrs to

Swets plots the

probabilities against one 

+his relationship as the operating characteristic curve which he recom

mends as a measure of performance.

Despite some advantages inher-' nt in the relationships indicated 

above, we feel that dichotomous assessments of 'elevance are more 

meaningful fc - evaluative purposes since the decision processes of both 

the system relevance responses and of the user relevance judgments are
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Figure 2. 6. Frequency plots of system relevance scor* s for documents 
judged relevant or nonrelevant by the user

typically dichotomous in nature. Even though user relevance judgments 

mav be multi-valued, the user may feel that a relevance decision depends 

on whether or not hF relevance judgment exceeds a critical value desig-
Similarly, a decision may be made to sendin Figure 2. 5.nated by D^

or not to send documents to a user, depending on .. critical system rele-
Thus, dichi'‘ irou.vance response value, labelled Dg in Figure 2, 5. 

values may be necessary either because of decision requirem? . t

Inbecause the relevance assessments are dichotomous in nature, 

either case, the scores in Figure 2. 5 can be transformed into the re-

^11' ^12' ^21'
X , in Figure 2. 7 correspond to the number of do. ..ments observed in 

2 2
the four quadrants in Figure 2.5.

The cell valtrieval categories of Figure 2.7.

Performance measures for estimating value from system output 
also be determined from the entries in the table in Figure 2. 7.I can
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Figure 2.7. Retrieval categorization with dichotomous values of 
relevance judgments and system relevance response.

user

For . xample, the probability of user relevance judgment, given that the 

system assesses a document to be relevant, is P{X,2|X j) or P(V^jR^) 

which corresponds to the well-known precision estimate, 
value of a relevant document is known (an unlikely event), the value to 

the system can be determined from the system output.

Thus, if the

When a user is not part of the proprietary system, it is 

essential to determine the value of the output as it is to determine
Referring to Figure 2. 3, the 

to observe to determine the effectiveness of the
However, this

not as
how well the system satisfies the user.

best gross measure
system is the demand placed on the system by users, 
measure is not timely enough or discriminating enough for sensitive
management control. Therefore, it may be a better procedure to estimate 

user satisfaction from accuracy, speed, quality, accessibility, and
User satisfaction can be estimated by regressionsimilar measures.

and estimatedmodeling where satisfaction scores are assigned by the user
It is important also to obtain a statementfrom the performance measures, 

of intention to continue using the system and then to observe whether or not

Tlie group of users in the test canthe user actually does use the system.
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I
be compared against users not in the test to determine their relative use 

of the system. Then, at least in theory, system demand (hence, income) 

be estimated (utilizing the regression model mentioned above) from 

system accuracy as measured by the precision ratio and by total retrieval.

Given a user relevance judgment, the expected system 

relevance response is estimated by P(Xj^2l^ 2^ which

corresponds to the well-known recall ratio. Diagnosis of the system 

be performed by analysis of sources of system failures.

Deterioration in system accuracy stems from four

can

can

prmcipal processes:

(1) Interpretations of a user's question by an inter
mediary

(2; Translation of a user's question into terms ?
to the system, i. e. , formulation of a search query

Table

(3) Document indexing and coding

(4) Screening of documents that have been identified 
by the search process

Even though system relevance response and user relevance judgment are 

determined independently, they are usually highly correlated (in a
This is because all of the usual retrieval processesstatistical sense), 

involve a form of the user's question. For example, an intermediary 

interprets a user's question (initially stated in natural language), he 

transl-'es that question into a system query (stated in terms available 

to the system), the system matches the query and indexed documents 

in tei ms available to the system, and an intermediary screens docu

ments from the system output based on his interpretation of the user's 

question. All of these forms of the user's question are related to docu

ments in the file in a manner similar to user relevance judgment and 

should hopefully be highly correlated to user relevance judgment. TheI
relationships are given in the schema of Figure 2.8.
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The user relevance judgment, which is the relationship

between a user search question and an individual document, is shown
Continuing clockvvise around the schema.in the upper right-hand corner, 

are the following:

Intermediary relev^ance judgment, which is an 
intermediary's judgmen* of the degree of relation
ship between the user's question and a document.

Query relevance judgment, which is an assessment 
of degree of relationship between a query and an 
individual document (i. e. , does the document 
actually contain the concepts required by the query?).

System relevance response, which is the system's 
assessment of the relationship between a query and 
a document. The system response is often a com
puter print-out that implies a value of 1 for those 
documents identified and zero for others.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Screened system relevance response, which 
responds to an intermediary's judgment of the 
relation between the user's question and a document.

(4) cor-

All of the relationships stated above can be multi-valued 

I urthermore, all of the corresponding scores can beor dichotomous.
>tted against one another to form relationships that are analogous to

The corresponding relationshipsshown in Figures 2. 5 and 2 7.
■uestion forms and documents px'ovide measures for interpretation

query accuracy, input accuracy, and screen accuracy

A lack of accuracy in each case contributes’ in the schema.
on of system accuracy, and the relative contribution can

Thus, system accuracy, whentng each link in the chain.
'd, serves as a mechanism for diagnosing a system and

cts user relevance judgment against intermediary 

ionship similar to that showm in Figure 2. 5 orI r
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Figure 2. 7 will exist. Clearly, there will be some deviation between the 

two judgments of relevance. Inter iretation accuracy is the correlation 

between the two judgments. Some researchers, including Lancaster [4] 

and O'Connor 15] feel that question interpretation by the intermediary 

contributes substantially to deterioration of system accuracy. O'Connor 

points out that the deviations may be attributed to disagreements con

cerning the questions as well as judgments of the documents. The im

portant thing, however, is to isolate the degree to which interpretation 

contributes to system accuracy and to investigate further if results 

indicate that faulty interpretation yields unsatisfactory system accuracy.

Query accuracy can also be found from the relationship 

between intermediary relevance judgment and query relevance judgment 

in the manner shown in Figures 2. 5 and 2. 7. If one plots query rele

vance judgment against user relevance judgment, the resulting relation

ship confounds the effects of question interpretation (by the intermediary) 

and query formulation. The two effects may need to be isolated to pin

point ways cf improving the system if accuracy is not satisfactory. There 

is ample evidence that query formulation can be a considerable source 

of difficulty (4, 6].

As mentioned previously, query relevance judgment is 

the score of a document against the query formulated in system language. 

System l elevance respor.se is the system's assessment of the relation

ship between a user's question (now in the form of a quexy) and a docu

ment. It Is produced by matching the index file and the document for 

terms (or associated terms) stated in the search query. Deviations 

i^om a perfect corrcspordence in plots analogous to those i:. Figures 

2. 5 and 2. 7 can be attributed to: (1) lack of agreement in interpretation 

of tern.3 'v?tween indexers and searchers, (2) inadequate term list and 

structure, (3) indexing errois, and (4) depth of indexing. A number of
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Relevance with respect to coder's 
interpretation

Relevance with respect 
to verbalized request

cr

P(C^|V^)P(C.|Vr)

P(C-|V.) 
r r

Vr
V-r

Relevance with respect to encoded 
request

Relevance with respect 
to coder's interpretation

E. Er r

P(E-|C^)

P(E.|C_)

P(E C ) r r
P(E^ C_)

Cr
C-r

Relevance with respect to response 
by system
RRelevance with respect 

to encoded request
R-r r

P(R E ) r r
P(R^ E.)

P{R-|E ) rl rEr
E-r

Relevance with respect to screener's
interpretation

SS.Relevance with respect 
to verbalized request rr

P(S V ) r r
P(S Iv.) r r

P(S-|V ) rl r
P(S- |V.) r' r

Vr
V-r

Figure 2. 9. Conditional probabilities used in retrospective 
t earch models
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I
r Conditional probabilities will be designated by the standard notation 

P(A B) to be read "the probability of A, given B". Thus. P(C VJr f
"the probability that a document is relevant to the coder's 

interpretation, given that it is not relevant to the verbalized request".
means

Whether or not one can express relationships among
the components of a retrospective searching system as probabilities, 
and the context within which such probabilities have meaning, requires 

. Let us consider a probability such as P(R^|v^). 

that is. the probability that a document relevant to the verbalized request
If one chooses a request at random from

some elaboration

(V ) will be retrieved (R ).
I* I*

the stream of requests entering the system, presumably it would be
possible to determine whether a specified document in the system is 
relevant to that request or nonrelevant to that request. Also, one 
can observe whether such a document is retrieved or is not retrieved 
by t,ie system. The relative frequency with which relevant documents* 

retrieved by the system should approach stability as the nun. oer of 
observations is increased. Since an observation is identifiable with a
are

document, such stability should occur either if many documents are 
matched against a single request or if a few documents in each of many

If thesearches are matched against their separate search requests, 
ratio generated by the latter method does, in fact, approach stability 
as the number of requests increases, the value approach as a limit 
will be referred to as "the probability of retrieval by the system, given 
relevance to th -balized request, " that is, P(R^I V^). In practice 

one is always working with relative frequencies since the limiting values 
are unknown. It is convenient in model construction, however, to work 
with the conceptual limits and to call them probabilities.

One can construct a model of the retrospective search 

system that has the following features:

* Relevant to the verbalized request.
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(1) It shows the following summary figures:

a. The probability that a relevant document will 
be retrieved.

b. The probability that a nonrelevant document will 
not be retrieved.

(2) It shows the components (functions) that are the 
principal sources of error.
is provided by the display of Figure 2. 9. Ideally, 
of course, all entries in these tables should be 
zeros and ones, with the ones in the lower left-hand 
and upper right-hand corners, 
parture from this idealization indicates the extent 
of departure from perfection.

(3) The effect of error-prone components on the total 
output of the system can be obtained. For example, 
it is possible to show what effect errors in inter
pretation by the coder have on system performance.

(4) The model will also show how specified improvement 
in any component will affect system output.

The model constitutes a simple application of the rules of probability in 

order to determine the following probabilities:

(1) P(E^lv^) = P(E^|C^) P(C^|V^) + P(E^|cp P(C.|V^)

(2) P(E^|V.) = P(E^IC^) P(cjv.) + P(eJc.) P(C.|v.)

(3) P(R^lv^) = p(R^Ie^) P(E^Iv.) + p(R^|e.) p(e.|v.)

(4) P(Rjv.) = p(rJe^)p(eJvj + p(rJe.)p(e.|v.)
(5) P(S , R |V^) = P(S^|v^) P(R^| V^)

(6) P(S^, rJv.) = P(S^!V.) P(rJv.)

The notation P(S , R |v ) indicates the probability that the system has
r I* r

classified the document as relevant and that the screener has also, given 
that the document is, in fact, relevant with respect to the verbalized 
request. The conditional probabilities listed above can be summarized

This identification

The amount of de-
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in two-by-lwo tables as shown in Figure 2. 10. Since each row adds to 
unity, one can easily fill in the additional items.

Note that the last two-by-two table in Figure 2. 10 is 

simply a distribution of the last column of the next to last table. We 
have

p(R_Iv^) + p(s.. R^|v.) + p(s^, R^|v.) = 1
P(R-lv-) + P(S-, R |V.) + P(S , R |V.) = 1 

r*' I*' I*' z* * z* z* z*' z*
The expected number of documents in each of the cells is simply the
probability in the cell times the number of documents in the file which
are relevant (or nonrelevant) wiUi respect to the verbalized request.

Some important features of the model are the following:

It provides a means for tying together the influences 
of the various components of the searching system so 
that measures of performance of the searching sub
system are derived from measures of performance of 
the components.

It permits one to determine the effect of a change in 
performance of a component on the performance of 
the subsystem.

(1)

(2)

The conditional probabilities used as performance 
measures can be identified with the customary measures 
of recall and precision as follows:

R |v ) is the theoretical recall ratio for 
.r' r

(3)

P(S^. 
the system.

a.

Let Nf be the number of documents relevant to 
a verbalized request and N- the number non
relevant in the file. Then,*^the theoretical pre
cision ratio is

b.

r'
N - PCS . R tv“) + N.-P(S , R.|VJ

r r r r r r r

N

r
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Cumulative through encoding 
s^ge

Relevance with respect 
to verbalized request

E.r Er

p(eJv )r r 
P(E-'v-)

P(E V ) 
r r

P(E Iv.) r r

Vr
V-r r r

Cumulative through system 
 output

R
r

P(R^lv^)

P(R^!vp

P(R.|v ) r r
P(rJv.)

Vr
V.r

Cumulative through screening
SS.r r

P(S., R |v ) P(S , R |v ) 
r r' r r r r

P(S., rJv.) P(S^, rJv.)
Vr
V-r

Figure 2. 10. Cumulative probabilities through various stages 
of the retrospective search
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The model can be described as a finite Markov chain with 
absorbing states. The fact that the cell probabilities (except for the screening 

process) are conditional only upon the previous step makes it possible to 

structure the model as a matrix of transition probabilities, as in Figure 
2. 11. The cell entries are for illustration only. Absorbing states 

In canonical form, the matrix of Figure 2. 11 can be

are

R- and Rr r
written

Q|B
0 I

where Q represents the matrix of transitions from nonabsorbing to non
absorbing states. B represents the transitions from nonabsorbing to 
absorbing states. I is the identity matrix, and 0 is the zero matrix.

BR-rEE.CC.V. V rrrr r rr

0000.90 0. 10 0 
0.20 0.80 0

00V.r 00000V r 000.70 0.30

0.20 0.80
00 00C-r 000000cu.

r 0. 90 0. 10 
0.05 0.95

000000E-r
0L. 000 00Er 1 t)000000R-r 10000000Rr 1

Figure 2. 11. Matrix of transition probabilities for the retrospective 
searching model.

Then, by the theory of finite Markov chains 111], the 
fundamental matrix is given by (I - Q)"^ The results of most interest

the probabilities of R^ and R^. given relevance or nonrclcvance
The first row of (I - Q)' B

are
[ 4

with respect to the verbalized requests.

I[
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yields P(Rj.| V.) and 

The screening probabilities can be applied to P(R^ V_) and
yields P(R- V ) and P(R V ), while the second r r r r
P(R V-). r r
P(R 1 V.) to complete the quantification of performance, 'lliis model 
appears in more descriptive form with a worked example in the Pro

row

cedural Guide 112l.

Some examples of specific measures2. 6

We approach the task of making recommendations concerning
some apprehension. Not

use

of specific measures in specific situations with 
only is there a great deal of controversy over the usefulness of evaluation

measures, but the criteria for the selection of a measure have not even 
been agreed upon. The recommendations that we make must therefore 
be considered tei tative, hopefully subject to substantial improvement as

additional research is done and experience gained.

The recommendations that follow have been selected on the basis 

of their ability to contribute to decision-making processes and on the 
basis of their operational feasibility. Again, the list is not intended to

reflect performance, some reflectbe comprehensive. Most measures 
cost, and a few reflect benefits -- under the present state of the art we

Referencesimply do not have feasible ways of characterizing benefits, 
codes, such as a.b. 1, refer to the identifications in Table 2. 2.

It is clear that the above selected measures do not all measure
directly the characteristic of interest. In many cases they measure 
something that, • hopefully, is related to that characteristic. Also, 
it is clear that detailed costs could be found for each function and that

at nearly all of the levels.user opinion could be inserted as a measure
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Table 2.2.

.Storagea.
a. a Acquisition

Summary measures
o Number of titles acquired during period 
o Tot.al cost of acquisition activity

9 Fixed costs - space, equipment, administrative, etc.

9 Variable costs - wages, materials, etc.
9 Distribution of purchase price per document 

a. a. 1 Responsiveness to requests from users
9 Number of purchase requests received from users 

9 Number of these ordered 
9 Number rejected - with reasons

9 Backlogs of orders, beginning and end of year
9 Distribution of times, per order, from receipt of 

acquisition request to presentation to requester
9 Number of items requested from the system w’". .i. 

were not in the files
9 Number of these subsequently ordered 

a. a. 2 Selection of high demand documents
9 For a convenient period, say three years, the dis

tribution of demand for 12 months after acquisition
9 For an identified user population, percentage of its 

literature uses (references cited) which are in the file
■ 9 Distribution of these percentages by age of document 

a. a. 3 Ordering mechanics
9 Distribution of elapsed time from receipt of re

quest to purchase order
9 Distribution of elapsed time between receipt of 

document and release to user
9 Distribution of elapsed time between placing orders 

and receiving ordered items
• Cost per order filled (with subdivisions, as necessary, 

to reflect high cost tasks)I
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Table 2. 2 (Continued) 
a.b Files

Summary measures 
• Numbe’ of items in storage
• Distribution of demand per item in storage

item stored (suKlivided, as• Average storage cos' per 
needed)

a. b. 1 Composition of files
• Percent of user's needs met by items in the tile
• Percent of demanded items "out of file'' at time 

demanded
• Distribution ol demand b'- title and age of docu

ment
a. b. 2 Location of files

• Distance from orincipal user t;roups
• Average delay in receipt of request'^ from the file

from• Average delaty in receipt of requests 
principal competing sources

Organization of files
(subjective judgments concerning assessibility. filing 
by author, subject matter, chronology, and so on)

a.b. 3

Identificationb.
b. a Indexes

Summary measures
• Total numbt'r of dricuments indexed during planning period 

o Average total retrieval
• Average proportion of relevant titles not retrieved
• Average proportion of nonrelevant titles retrieved

b. a. 1 Indexing procedures
• Proportion of terms chosen, given they should be
• Proportion of terms chosen, given they should 

not be
• Consistency measured by randomly paired 

dexing
'n-
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I
Table 2.2 (Continued) 

a.b. 2 Index structure

• Number of terms in term list

• Number of hierarchies permitted

• Average number of terms selected per document

• Average number of facets selected per document

• Cori'clations among selected terms 
Entry v^abi laries

• L'*r-r 1'’ »• per search

• T’ru^-iriion uf terms chosen correctly

• Number of Terms chosen per search query by 
categories of logical structure

• Number of failures to retrieve as a result of 
use of incorrect terms

b.b. 1

b. b. 2 Assistance

• Cost of intermediary per search

• Proportion of terms chosen correctly by inter
mediary

• Number of terms chosen by intermediary per 
search query by categories of logical structure

• Average intermediary query processing time 
per search

• Opinions of users with respect to use of inter
mediaries

Procedures

• Proportion of search errors due to improper use

• Of term list

# Of equipment

o Of intermediaries 
o Average delay time per search

• Average cost per search 
Equipment

• Cost of equipment depreciated over planning period 
o Processing accuracy

• Processing time

b.b. 3

b. b. 4

I
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I
Table 2.2 (Continued)I b. b.5 ■ Screening

• Cost of document representation (preparation, 
storage, processing, output)

• Cost of intermediary screening

• Cost of user screening 
b. b. 6 Interaction with system

• Number of queries per search
• Average searching time per search
• Proportion of used documents retrieved from 

system
• Proportion of used documents not retrieved 

from system

b. c Self'ctive dissemination 
Summary measures

• Number of titles disseminated
• Number of full text disseminations

f
1
i

b.c.1 Screening
• Proportion of relevant documents correctly 

chosen
• Proportion of nonrelevant documents chosen
• Cost of selective dissemination function, 

suitably subdivided
• Average age of documents disseminated 

Current awareness
• Average time from composition to identification

• Cost to prepare file
• Cost of alternative dissemination forms
• Cost per dissemination per user
• Number of items sent per dissemination per 

user
• Number of users
• Proportion of titles disseminated that are used 

(immediately, subsequently)
• Proportion of titles not disseminated that are 

used (immediately, subsequently)

b. c. 2
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Table 2.2 (Continued)

Use of document representationsb. c. 3

• Number of titles disseminated over planning period
• Number of other disseminations over planning period
• Cost to prepare and process document representations
• Cost to store alternative document representations
• Proportion of relevant ’ocumen+s correctly chosen 

from representations
• Proportion of nonrelevant documents cnosen from 

representations

Presentationc.

Summary measures
0 Number of documents presented during planning period 

• Cost (or price) per item presented 

c. a Form
• Distribution of size per document
• Rating of presented documents 

c. b Timeliness
• Average age of documents presented
• Distribution of time between identification and 

presentation

Some examples of the use of measures2.7

This section contains two examples of the use of measures in

evaluation.

An example in the evaluation of acquisition

Generally speaking, the principal reasons for storing 

documents at a particular location are to reduce document transmission 
time and to provide a means of identifying documents on the shelf (to 
provide browsing). Here we are concerned with the former reason. 
Acquisition implies a decision whether to acquire a copy of a title (or 
set of titles) in anticipation of use or to wait and order a ropy upon demand.

2. 7. 1

I
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ahead of actual demand is that
On the

The main benefit of acquiring a copy
subsequent requests can be satisfied with little delay time.

necessary to provide the increasedother hand, additional costs are
attributed to acquisition, processing 

. whether or not they are actually requested.
These costs generally areservice, 

and storage of all documents

If users are part of the proprietary system, the main
directly determined from reduction in transmission time.benefit is

Fowever, if users are not part of the proprietary system, the main 
benefit is measurable by income ii a price is charged for purchasing

total demand if a price is not charged. Price
(or borrowing a copy), or

cost per request and partially on income peris partially dependent
Increased demand should reduce the cost per request and 

income, thereby reducing the price, which in turn should 
important synergistic effect must be

the storage system is dependent on price

on

request
increase
increase demand. Thus, an 
considered. Motivation to use 
and user satisfaction^ and fulfillment time is probably the principal

ingredient of user satisfaction.
demand documents 

costs per
It is clear that prior acquisition of high

system by decreasing acquisition and storage
access time, where the average is taken

document selection policy

will improve a
use or by decreasing average 

over all requests. 
in which either a ' 
of demand or a 
policy assumes 
question by regression analysis**

An example is given for a 
document is acquired prior to demand in anticipation

document is acquired on demand. The hypothetical
estimated for each document underthat demand can be

other suitable technique.or some

* Promotion, advertising, and sales techniques may also affect motivation 
to use the system.

** An example of a regression analysis utilized to estimate demand for 
individual documents from document characteristics (subject sources, 

on) is given by King et. al.[13] although that analysis wasage, and so 
applied for a ditferent purpose.
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1
Hypothetical values for such a distribution for a single document are 
given in Table 2. 3, and it is presumed that one wishes to decide whether 

or not to acquire that document. For the purpose of the example, 
that the acquisition cost is $6. 00 per document and the request process!, 
cost is $1. 00 per document requested. Thus, acquisition prior to

to invest $6. 00 in order to have the document avail-

assume

demand requires one 
able for anticipated demand, that is. to save request fulfillment time.
Also, assume that it takes 3 days to process a request from storage 
and 14 days to process a request for an item that must be purchased.

Table 2. 3 Hypothetical example of costs and time delays under two 
document acquisition decisions

Time delay in daysCost

Probability
estimated

from
regression

Estimated 
number of 
requests 
per year

To acquire 
prior to 
demand

To acquire 
prior to 
demand

To acquire 
on demand

To acquire 
on demand

000$ 6. 00 
7. 00 
8.00

0. 500
1437. 000.201
1768. 000. 152
2099. 009. 000. 103
231210. 0010. 000. 054

8. 53.0$4. 00$ 7.00Weighted averager

On the average (over all similar documents), it is expected to

cost $7. 00 per request to acquire ahead of time and $4. 00 to acquire on 
demand. Average delay time is expected to be 3 days if acquired ahead of

Therefore, the policy ofdemand and 8. 5 days if acquired on demand.
acquiring before demand costs the system $3. 00 per request to save

Whether orcost of about $0. 55 per day saved.5. 5 days of delay time, a 
not this is worthwhile is a value judgment to be provided by management.I
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In order to evaluate the overall decision policy, one 

compute total costs and time by summing expected costs and expected 
time over all documents. Alternative policies can be evaluated by changing 
the cost and delay times to correspond with those of the alternatives being 

tested.

can

An example in evaluation of indexing procedures

It is assumed that one can make judgments concerning 
the validity of the assignment of terms to documents and that a "standard 
indexing" can be estaolished. Relative frequencies of indexing conse

quences are symbolized in Table 2. 4.

2.7.2

Table 2. 4 Categorization of indexing errors

Standard Indexing
Should be indexedShould not be indexedActual Indexing

pNot indexed o
A
'’3Indexed

= 1

The R's are relative frequencies of errors (or correct indexings) aggre- 

• gated over collections of terms, indexers, and documents, under the 
assumption that these aggregations yield meaningful and interpretable 

If the relative frequencies approach limits as the number of 
observations becomes large, it is meaningful to interpret these limits 

conditional probabilities.

results.
as

Clearly, it is desirable to be able to translate the relative 
in Table 2.4 into the conditional probabilities given infrequencies
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Figure 2. 9, which in turn can be incorporated into a model to predict 
search accuracy. Consider a k-term search query requiring that 
documents be indexed by all k terms in order to be retrieved. Let 
and P, be "true values" of P and P , averaged over all indexers, 
terms, and documents in the file. Let denote the portion of the entire 
file (X. . in the notation of Figure 2. 7) which should contain j of the k 
terms in the search query. If one assumes independence of indexing 
errors from term to term, the following values of Figure 2. 7 may be 

estimated:

"3
%X.. E P2 ^Total retrieved documents ) = P3

all values of n2, 03 such that 
+ n. = k"2 3

X..[Q^ l-Pg'^lNumber of relevant missed documents (Xgg) =

Number of non-relevant retrieved documents n n
X.. E Pj ^P,(Xjj) .

ns 4k

Other values of cell entries of Figure 2.7 can be obtained arithmetically.

An example illustrates the use of the models above, as

well as demonstrating how the indexing information can be applied in 
the comprehensive retrospi'ctive searching model discussed previously. 
Suppose that one is interested in whether or not to have indexing reviewed

One would expect greater indexer accuracy asas an indexing practice, 
a result of indexing review but would expect cost of indexing to be increased.
An indexing experiment was performed at the U. S. Patent Office to answer 

this question [ H 15]. Results of this experiment are given in Table 2. 5.

I
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A A
Table 2. 5 Relative frequencies and and indexing time for two 

indexing procedures

Average indexing 
time per document

AA
P ^2Indexing procedure 3

0.0014 64. 3 min. 
111.6 min.

0.69Single indexer

Single indexer reviewed 0.00020.95

Applying these values to the equations shown, we obtain 
the following estimates (that were validated by means of a search experi

ment) for the cell entries in Figure 2. 7.

Table 2. 6 Observed cell entries (Figure 2. 7) for search results for two 
indexing procedures

Single indexer 
reviewedSingle indexerRetrieval category

Non-relevant retrieved (X..) 

Relevant retrieved (X^^) 
Non-relevant not retrieved (^2^) 
Relevant not retrieved (X„„)

4. 5 5. 6
18. 2 21.1

3592.7 3591.6

9. 6 6. 722

Following are the estimates of the conditional probabilities 

used in the retrospective searching models:
Single indexer 

reviewedSingle indexer

P (R_ E ) 

P (R^ E^)

P (Rr I
P (P, I

0. 2410.345• r
0. 655 0. 759

0. 00160. 0013

0. 9987 0.9984
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Assume that the remaining hypothetical transition probabilities in Figure 2.11 
appropriate for the other searching processes and that hypothetical 

screening probabilities are:

are

P (S_ I V_) = 0. 80 r I r
P (S

P (S^ I V^) = 0.05 
V ) =0.95

r
V_) = 0.20P (S rrrr

Search performance measures that were computed from 

the retrospective searching model are shown in Table 2.7.

Table 2. 7 Computed search performance measures for two indexing 
procedures*

Single indexer 
reviewedSingle indexerPerfoi inance measure

0. 530. 46Average recall ratio

Average number of relevant 
documents retrieved

Average precision ratio

.Average total retrieval

14.112.2

0. 0680. 069
192165

The cost of indexing review is nearly 7 5% higher than 
ithout review (112 minutes vs. 64 minutes). On the other hand.inde-.ing w

approximately two more relevant documents are retrieved when indexing
The retrievalis reviewed than when it is not reviewed (14.1 vs. 12. 2).

relevant document retrieved is about the same for the two indexing
Therefore,

cost per
processes, as indicated by nearly equal average precision ratios, 
management decisions regarding the two indexing processes would probably 
depend largely on (1) the total number of documents indexed, which determines

* Computational methodology for the retrospective searching model is 
discussed in detail in the Procedural Guide tl2].
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r the two processes, and (2) the total number of 
For instance, if the total difference in 

$2000 and the number of searches conducted per year

the total indexing costs
searches conducted per year.

indexing cost was
500, the indexing review process would cost $4 per search pluswas

additional screening and handling costs which might not be worth the

additional two relevant documents retrieved.

The advantage of having models for the interpretation of 

alternative indexing procedures is clearly evident. Similarly, other proce
dures can be investigated, such as specifying the time that should be 
expended in indexing a document or specifying a change in the professional 

In all instances, one should be able to compare costlevel of indexers.
and search performance for all of the alternative indexing procedures

by the use of the evaluative models.

Another important question is how many index term.s
The effectsshould be used on the average, i. e. the depth of indexing, 

of the depth of indexing can also be determined by the models stated above. 
Thus, one should be able to compare, say. two levels of depth of indexing 

with regard to cost and search performance.

It is expensive to develop a sophisticated index language
The more sophisticatedfor vocabulary control in information retrieval, 

the index language, on the whole, the more expensive it will be to apply 
and maintain. One important economic consideration is the size of the 
vocabulary. The larger the number of index terms in the vocabulary

classes that can be uniquely(i. e., the greater the number of document 
defined), the greater its specificity and the greater the precision capabilities 

However, a large vocabulary is costly to develop, costly toof the system
apply, and costly to update. The specificity of the vocabulary 
related directly to the specificity of the requests made to the system, 
implies the strong economic necessity for conducting a careful analysis of

must be
This

representative requests during system design.
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On the other hand, the development of a rich, readily 
accessible entry vocabulary is likely to reduce the costs of the indexing 
operation by reducing the amount of intellectual effort involved in the 
indexing process. In the early stages of indexing documents into a new 
retrieval system, many intellectual decisions have to be made. As these 
deci''ions are recorded in the entry vocabulary, the intellectual burden on 
subsequent indexers is reduced.

Another factor to be considered is that of the number and 
variety of index language devices included in the vocabulary to improve its 
search performance. In particular, various devices designed to improve 
search performance are expensive to apply in information retrieval systems. 
Examples are links and roles, subheadings, and term weighting. To be 
economically justifiable, it must be shown that the added input and manipu
lation costs involved in the use of these devices is offset by appreciable 
savings in screening time at output.

Of course, in the operation of a document retrieval system, 
one can use a carefully controlled index language carefully applied at the 
time of indexing, thus minimizing time and costs at the searching stage. 
Alternatively, one can adopt a rather free indexing, with little vocabulary 
control, and expend additioi al effort (by the use of sophisticated searching 
aids) at the output stage. This matter of relative weight given to input 
effort as opposed to output effort is an extremely important one to consider 
in the economic evaluation of a document retrieval system because it affects 
indexing policy artd practice, the system vocabulary, and searching strategies 
and procedures. One factor to be considered is the volume of documents 
input in relation to the volume of requests handled. If many documents are 
indexed but comparatively few requests are handled, it is usually sensible 
to economize at the input stage and to expend more time at output. In the 
opposite conditions (few documents, many requests), the reverse could be 
true. However, another important factor to bo considered is the need to
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time at output, that is. to determine the response time requirements 
All of the options available to the various input and

save
of system users.
searching processes can be evaluated by means of the retrospective

be gained by applying the model.searching model, and insight can
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PART III
TECHNICAL PAPERS

Technical papers in this part provide theoretical background for 

of the methodology presented in Part II and in the Proceduralsome
Guide.

The first paper is concerned with estimation of recall, but is 
generally applicable to the estimation of any of the various conditional 
probabilities one encounters in evaluation of document retrieval systems, 
(See particularly Chapter 3 of the Procedural Guide.) The problem of 
reliability of estimates has also been addressed. A somewhat simpler 
approach to variance estimation has been advocated in the Procedural 
Guide which should yield satisfactory approximations in applied

Also, in the same paper, operating characteristic curves have 
been advocated which rely on the principles of p.'obit analysis from the 
field of bioassay. The methodology appears to have considerable merit, 
but to oui knowledge has not been applied in actual cases.

The second paper discusses search characteristic curves which 
relate the number of wanted documents retrieved to the retrieval effort. 
The applicability of the generalized Beta distribution to this proh’“m 
is discussed and comparisons are made with the work of Swets ana the 

recall and precision concepts of Cleverdon.

The third paper provides theoretical support for the second 

paper with respect to the Beta distribution.

The fourth paper looks at the classification of search results 
from the information theoretic viewpoint and provides a methodology 
which parallels that of analysis of variance in its flexibility.

The fifth paper discusses economic evaluation from the standpoint 
of costs and benefits. Some mathematicl models are presented and some

cases.
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examples of their use with hypothetical data are given. It is generally 

recognized that the principal weakness in the benefits-costs approach 
to document retrieval evaluation lies in the subjective nature of the 
estimates of benefits. There may be some advantage, however, in 
performing such analyses to demonstrate the magnitudes of benefits 
which are necessary to produce a net benefit over cost. Analysis of 
the problem in this context may be sufficient to provide management 
with the decision framework which it needs.
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3. 1 SOMK ESTIMATION PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH

EVALUATING INFORIVLUTION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS

by

R. H. Shumway

3.1. 1 Introduction

In the evaluation of large scale information retrieval systems, the 
collection of summary statistics describing the performance of the system 
is fairly standard. A number of such studies have been carried out and are 
reported by Cleverdon et. al. [2], Giuliano and Jones [5], Salton [9], and 
Lancaster [7], Most of these evaluations have made use of the recall and 
precision ratios as indexes of performance for an operating system where 
the recall (ratio) is defined as the proportion of the relevant documents re

trieved and the precision (ratio) is the proportion of retrieved documents 
which are relevant.

Many investigators have pointed out that while the recall indicates 
the coverage of the relevant literature achieved by the search results, the 
precision serves as an indicator of the ''richness" of the retrieved docu

ments. For example, b}' retrieving 100 percent of the document collection, 
one may easily guarantee 100 percent recall at the expense of extremely 
low precision. A usual assumption is that the richness of the retrieved 
documents should decrease as one looks through a ranked set of documents. 
Cleverdon et. al, [2] have described this pattern as an inevitable relationship 
between precision and recall, and the plots relating increasing recall to 
decreasing precision for various systems and search strategies form a 
set of useful evaluation measures. Furthermore, if the recall is a 
heuristic measure of the value of a retrieval scheme, then the precision 
is a rough measure of the cost since it gives the ratio of the relevant docu

ments obtained to the total retrieval that one must examine. Hence, both 
measures are usually deemed necessary.

1
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measure ofDecision theory can also provide another simultaneous 
cost and benefit through the following general model. l.et the conditional 

probabilities of retrieving or not retrieving relevant or nonrelevant docu

ments be specified by the two-way table

Retrieved Not Retrieved
fr

P(?1R) 1P(rlR)RRelevant 

Not Relevant

where, for example, P(?| R) denotes the probability that a docun. *nt is not 
retrieved, given that it is not relevant. Associated with the above table of 

probabilities is a corresponding table of costs denoted by

Retrieved

P(F1R) 1P(r|R)R

Not Retrieved

rr
C(R,r)C(R, r)RRelevant

C(R.f)C(R.r)RNot Relevant

so that C(R.r), for example, is the cost of not retrieving a relevant docu- 
The cost C(R. r) is to be interpreted as a negative cost, or equi-

relevant document. Then,
ment
valently as a benefit, accruing from retrieving a 
if the prior probabilities of relevance and nonrclevance are specified as 

P(R) and P(R). the expected Bayes' cost is given by

C = P(R) P{r| R) C(R, r) + PdD P(f | R) C(R. r) + P(R) Pfr] R) C(R. r) 

+ P(R) P(f|R) C(P,r) (1)

The difficulty with this approach is the necessarily arbitrary nature of any

cost figures which might be assigned.
probably be taken to be proportional to the number of docu-

retrieved since the cost of getting the relevant documents

The cost of retrieving a nonrelevant

document can 

ments
by searching the retrieved set. However, the cost figures appearing in the

is incurred
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othei cells could va'ry from searcli to search and from investigaior to in
vestigator depending upon the nature or purpose of the search.

Some thought, therefore, has been devoted to the construction of a 
single measure refl'^cting both the value of the relevant documents retrieved 
and the cost (expressed in simple terms) of retrieving those relevant docu
ments. The retrieval profile of Giuliano and Jones [5] plots the recall 
against the total retrieval. This enables one either (1) to estimate the 
recall achieved for a fixed cost in documents retrieved, or (2) to specify 
a recall and estimate the cost in documents retrieved necessary to achieve 
that recall. In this way, a "retrieval profile" or "search characteristic" 
curve is a single measure of performance and represents a convenient way 
of comparing competing methods or systems. In addition, its relative 
simplicity recommends it as a reference tool for searching strategy.

In this discussion we shall concentrate on some sampling and 
estimation problems associated with the classical recall measure appearing 
m the search characteristic curve. We develop the mean and variance of 
an estimate for recall and specify a confidence interval for the estimate. 
Also, in Section 3. 1,2, methods for combining single estimates for recall 
into overall recall estimates are derived. Section 3. 1.3 uses the com
bined recall estimates to develop a nonlinear model for the classical search 
characteristic curve. Then, borrowing a general technique from probit 
analysis, confidence intervals for search characteristic cui'ves for different 
systems are developed. These intervals enable a user to specify a certain 
retrieval cost which he will tolerate in order to achieve a given recall. One 
obtains as a residual benefit a procedure either for making a statistical 
comparison between two systems or for determining the search strategy 
which produces the optimum yield. We will proceed initially with the 
estimation procedure for recall.

3. 1. 2 K-stimation of the recall ratio

I The recall ratio is defined as the ratio of the number of relevant 
document.s retrieved to the total number of relevant documents in the collection.
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Thus, if we suppose that there are Nj^ relevant documents in the 
collection and n relevant documents arc retrieve.! on a particular search 

the value of the recall ratio for that search is 

« n

While any search experiment yields a value for n. it is difficult to assign

a number to N„ without exhaustively searching the file.
R

A possible technique has been used by D. W. King (see Atherton [5]) 

and involves identifying externally a subset of relevant documents within 
the system before the search is performed. For a variant on the above 
technique refer to Lancaster [7]. An example of an externally identified 
set of documents is the set obtained from a group or bibliographic references. 

After the initial set is specified, the search is performed and the relevant 
documents which appear in both the externally identified and the retrieved 

set are counted.
be identified externally and that k of these n^^ documents appeared

an estimate of the recall ratio is given by

(2)

Then, if we suppose that n^^ of the relevant documents

can
in a searrh of the system.

(3)

In theThis is simply the recall ratio of the externally identified set. 
example above it would be the proportion of documents in the bibliography 
which appeared in the retrieval. The estimate can be justified by appealing 
to techniques used in wildlife marking where an initial capture of a species 
is marked and freed later to be captured as members of a new sample which 

estimate of the total species population (Feller [3]). To summarizeyield an
the conditions, suppose that of the relevant documents in the file n^^ 

can be identified in advance. The retrieval of n 
sample of the original documents where the original documents 
arc divided into two groups: those initially identified and those not initially

documents is a sub

identified. Figure 3. 1 represents schematically the sampling procedure.
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Figure 3. 1. A sample of n relevant documents retrieved from a
population of n^^ initially identified relevant documents
and N - n not initially identified rek'

R R
"nt documents.
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Now. a sample of n relevant documents is retrieved of which k are 

in the group originally designated as relevant and n-k are in the group not 

previously identified. The proVability of this event is

0')m (4)

C^)
n and k with the problemIn a typical retrieval experiment, we know n^^. 

being to determine N^^, the total number of relevant documents, and the 
recall ratio (2). We determine (Feller [3]) by finding the value which 

maximizes the likelihood given by Equation (4). This gives

(5)Nr

Therefore, the maximum likelihood estimate of the recall is 

R = —

k

(6)

Nr

or from Equation (5) we obtain the King-Lancaster estimate given in 

Equation (3).

Confidence limits on R may be derived through the following method. 

We may calculate, using Equation (4) for given k. n, n^^, the values of 

say and t^, such that

m=0
(7)

m=k
so that the probability of observing 

while the probability of observing k or more overlaps when

so that

(8)

a
k or less overlaps when is

a
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is a 1 - O confidence interval for Nj^. Then by Equation (2) we may write 

< R < ^

- Ot

(9)1 - a

To illustrate the procedure, suppose that a preliminary scheme 
= 4 identified relevant documents while the retrieval containedyielded n^^

n = 3 relevant documents of which k = 2 were already specified in the pre
liminary procedure. Then, using Equation (7) and (8) in conjunction with 

(4) we have
2
E P (4) = 0.00 

m=0

3
E P (27)_ m m=2

Since E P (5) = 0. 6, which is greater than 0. 05 one must use A = 4
^ TTl ^m=0

rather than I

0.05

2

= 5. The confidence interval can be written, using Equation

(9):

^ ( 27

and the 90% confidence interval ranges from . 11 to . 75.

^<r<4 0. 90

The estimate of recall is gi'^en by

? = 0.50R = —
"r

This indicates that, for a small number of relevant documents, the con
fidence limits for the recall in a single search are rather broad.r

i
!
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We may develop the sampling properties of the estimator R by defining 

a random variable such that

1 if the i^^ retrieved relevant document was initially 
identified as relevant

X. =i
0 otherwise

Then the estimator R may be written
1 ^^ S X 

"r '^R i = l
R = ^ (10)i

where we have
n

R
P(X. = 1) = N

R
(11)

^R<^R - 
- N^(N^ - 1)

Now, the estimator for R is unbiased since

E EX. =
'^R i=l ^

by Equation (2). Similarly, the estimate for the variance of the estimator 

depends upon applying (11) which yields

P{X. = 1, X, = 1)
i 3

"r n
E(R) = Rs. n • NN RR

N_ - nn R (12)R)var (EX.) = R • n^^d - - 1NRi = l

SO that
n

R(1 - —RXN„ - n) 
n fi

var R =
- 1)"r % 

R(1 - R)(1 - (13)R)
n«

"r
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An estiinate for the standardif is fairly large so that 

deviation is

- 1.

:Sr,R(1 - R)(1 - n (14)a R
"r

Since the estimator R is a sum of random variables converging to the 
normal distribution, an estimated 95% confidence interval for R becomes

R + 1. 96 a- n
As an illustration, with 100 relevant documents identified (n^^) and 200 
relevant documents retrieved (n) of which k = 50 are in the identified 

group we have

(15)

15 (0.5) (1 - (0.5)^)50 + 1.96 100100
A method for re-which yields an interval running from 0. 41 to 0. 59.

ducing the single search variance is to extend the above argument to cases
This involves de-where data from more than one search is available.

which is 1 or 0 according to whether the i 
retrieval appeared in the initially identified relevant

fining a random variable
document in the h^^

set or not. We let nli, n, and be the same parameters as before 
R h R

with the subscript (or superscript) h pertaining to the h search. ^ 

recall ratio for the h search is

The

(16)h = 1, 2............L«h =
R

If recall estimates from L searches are to be combined into an overall 

estimate of recall we may use

LL
E Vr

1ft = ^ EE X
"r h = t"r h=l i = l

where
L h

• ^ ”r"r! h=l
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so that the estimate is simply the weighted average of the single search 
recall ratios. Hence, taking the expectation

hn

"r h = l

1 LE(R) = ^ E E 3^ 
"r h=l i=l R

h "h

h

, n„ h 1 = 1 R
(18)

where R^ is the recall ratio for the h*^ search. The expected value of the 

estimate is a weighted average of the recalls for the separate searches. If
= R and E(R) = R. The. = R= «2 = --the recall ratios are equal then R 

variance of the estimator R is given by applying Equation (12) to
1

L
i = var R = -^ E X4 var ihi = l

h

-V.^1 "r

h = l
1 (19)- Rv.) (1 - h“ 2

r
2

with the confidence interval given as usual by R ± 1. 96 where is 

obtained by substituting the estimates R^^ for R^^.

"r

The calculations in the first part of this section show that estimates
1 but tend to befor recall using the results of a single search can be mi 

quite variable. If data summarizing a number of searches is available 
then the pooled estimators of this section are appropriate, 
the number of searches or the number of retrieved relevant documents

can be used to calculate 95%

If either

is large then the normal approximation 

confidence intervals.

3. 1. 3 Search characteristic curves

In the introduction we argued for the adoption of the retrieval pro

file or search characteristic curve as a single measure of system
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so that the estimate is simply the weighted average of the single search

recall ratios. Hence, taking the expectation
T n h L h n

"r h = l i = l ’’r h = l ^
E(R) = ^

h
L n

= E — R^ 
T = 1 "r ^

(18)

th The expected value of thewhere R^^ is the recall ratio for the h search, 
estimate is a weighted average of the recalls for the separate searches. If

= R and E(R) - R.
Lj

The. = Rthe recall ratios are equal then " ^2 ” ‘'
of the estimator R is given by applying Equation (12) tovariance

L
-T ^
Or h=l

1 = var R = E Xvar ihi = l

h

— R^) (19)

2
with the confidence interval given as usual by R ± 1- 96 where Oj^ is 

obtained by substituting the estimates R^^ for R^^.

‘ ^ 4 - "h'" -«-2 ^ 
Ur h=l

The calculations in the first part of this section show that estimates
1 but tend to befor recall using the results of a single search can be mi. 

quite variable. If data summarizing a number of searches is available 
then the pooled estimators of this section are appropriate. If either 
the number of searches or the number of retrieved relevant documents

be used to calculate 95%is large then the normal approximation 

confidence intervals.

can

3.1.3 Search characteristic curves

In the introduction we argued for the adoption of the retrieval pro

file or search characteristic curve as a single mea.sure of .sy.stem
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effectiveness. In this section we shall apply some statistical techniques 
which are of use in making confidence interval statements about the re-

must retrieve to realize acall ratio and the number of documents one 

specified recall.

Search characteristic curves are available for a number of kinds 
of information retrieval systems (Figures 3. 1 to 3. 3) as plots which 
represent the number of documents retrieved on the vertical axis with 
the recall ratio as the horizontal scale. The method of plotting the 
data here with both axes in transformed units implies a definite non
linear functional relationship between recall and the number of retrieved 
documents. The number of documents retrieved, n, is on a logarithmic 
scale with the recall expressed in units of the integrated normal distri

bution. This implies the relation

2
q; + ;3 log n -u (20)R(n; a. P)

2. / du
- 00

yj 2tt

denotes the number of retrieved documents and R(n; a, fi) de-where n
notes the recall achieved when n documents are retrieved. The para
meters a and (3 are the intercept and slope of the straight line which

log probability paper and re-
estimate the

results if n is plotted against recall on

lationship (11) holds. If, for a particular system, we can 
parameters a and ;3, the recall can be estimated for a given number of 

retrieved documents or the number of documents retrieved can be
fixed value for the recall ratio. Figures 3.2estimated subject to a 

to 3. 4 show search characteristic curves from several retrieval ex-
with the linearity of the data indicating that the model impliedperiments

by Equation (10) does a reasonable job of representing the data.

I
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The general framework which leads to the m )del given in Equation (20) 
is most familiar to workers in the field of bio-assay who have made extensive 

use of probit analysis. In evaluating the response of an animal to dose ad
ministered at a given level one generally tests a group of animals at each 
of a number of doses and observes the proportion responding at each level 
[4], The present discussion merely requires that one identify as "dose" 
the number of documents that one is willing to retrieve. Then the recall 
is identified as the proportion of relevant documents "responding" or 
retrieved by this particular dose. The analogy enables one to borrow 
directly a number of techniques used in probit analysis for direct appli
cation to the field of information retrieval.

We shall be concerned mainly with the estimation of the search 
characteristic curve and the associated uncertainty or statistical vari
ability in the estimate. In particular, the questions which are most 
often asked deal with (i) Comparability of performance curves for different 
systems, (ii) Estimation of the recall achieved for a given retrieval ex
penditure and (iii) Estimation of the retrieval expenditure necessary to 
achieve a given recall.

As an example, the indexing-by title curve for the Cranfield 
retrieval experiments is given in Figure 3. 1 (see Cleverdon et. al. [2]). 
The straight line fit to the data indicates the adequacy of the basic model 
and reference 3 provides the basic procedure for fitting the model by the 
probit method of analysis. The data for this particular search experiment 
are given in Table 3. 1 on the following page.

The confidence limits are shown in Figure 3. 1 and it can be seen
Thethat the Cranfield data yields fairly tight limits about the estimate, 

data summarized in Table 3.2 in combination with search characteristic
curves like Figures 3. 1 to 3.3 can provide the user with simultaneous 
measures of cost and benefit for several competing methods or systems. 
In general, the recall measures roughly the benefit while the number of
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Table 3.1. Search Characteristic Curve by Titles [2],

Number of 
Relevant 
Documents 
Retrieved

Number of
Relevant
Documents

Number of 
Documents 
Retrieved Recall

0. 7831551982057
0.545108198571
0.29358198134
0. 1312619841
0.0761519818
0.03061986
0.01531983

The basic procedure consists of fitting the line in Figure 3. 1 by eye 

and then following the approximate probit analysis procedure given in 
reference 8. We have computed statistical measures associated with the 

search characteristic curve and presented them in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2. Summary of Some Performance Statistics for the Cranfield Data.

95% Confidence IntervalF.stimateCharacteristic

* Number of Retrieved 
Documents Necessary 
to Achieve R = 0. 50

341 - 518420

=!‘=^ Recall Achieved by
Retrieving 100 Documents

0.23 - 0.280.-26

**-Recall Achieved by 
Retrieving 1.000 
Documents

0.61 - 0. 710.66
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documents retrieved measures the approximate cost in user terms. The

system cost will depend more upon the method utilized than on the number

of documents retrieved. In general, search characteristic curves should

be made available to the user who then specifies a cost in terms of the

number of documents in a retrieved set which he would be willing to examine.

If we suppose that he is willing to examine 100 documents the recall (from

Table 3.2) should be between 23% and 28%. Then a search is performea with

the retrieved relevant documents tagged by the user. These retrieved

relevant documents are matched against a list of externally identified

documents to provide estimates (by the method of Section 3. 1.2) for the

recall ratio and the number of missed relevant documents. Note that we 
also obtain confidence limits for the number of missed relevant documents

and the recall ratio. If the user is satisfied with his retrieval the search 
is terminated, otherwise new estimates can be made for a subsequent in

crease in depth on the next search.

Search characteristic curves should be constructed using the pooled 
estimation procedure describe in the latter part of Section 3. 1. 2 if the com

plete examination of the unretrieved set is not practical. Otherwise, the 
estimate of recall made from a single search is subject to the high vari

ability associated with the first part of Section 3. 1.2.

3.1.4 Summary

We have considered here the rationale behind the use of the search 
characteristic curve as a simultaneous measure of cost and benefit in
evaluating an information retrieval system. The measurement and modeling 
of the search characteristic curve wore developed from techniques generally

It was shown that estimates and confidenceapplicable in probit analysis, 
intervals for (1) recall given a restriction on retrieval or (2) total retrieval

to achieve a fixed recall could be developed. The estimation ofnecessary

the recall ratio using incomplete samples and a pre-specified set of relevant
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documents was analyzed, and it was shown thai this procedure h-’s a high 
variability in the estimate for recall if single samples are used.

A procedure similar to the classical stratified estimation of pro
portions was used to develop a pooled estimate for recall with reasonable 
variance properties. Some examples were presented using the theoretical 
techniques on data which has appeared in the literature. References were 
given which present the probit computation in detail.
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3.2 SEARCH CHARACTERISTIC CURVES

by

Robert R. V. Wiederkehr

3.2.1 Introduction

Although a search for documents may proceed through a number 
of stages involving a user, a document retrieval system, and various 
types of document representations such as titles, abstracts, and full 
text, attention here will be focused on a one stage search. By a one 
stage search is meant a search where the user submits a request to 
the document retrieval system and the system responds by furnishing 
the user with a number of documents. Searches which involve a series 
of interactions between user and system are not one stage searches.

To evaluate the performance of an information retrieval system 
in executing a one stage search, it is helpful to quantify the relationship 
between the return from the search and the examining effort required 
to obtain the return. In this paper, the return will be measured by 
the number of relevant documents examined. If no documents are 

examined, then, obviously, no relevant documents are examined, and hence 
the return will be zero. On the other hand, if the entire file is examined 
i. e., the effort is a maximum, then the number of relevant documents 
examined will attain its maximum value. At intermediate value of 
search effort the search return will be assumed to increase mono- 

tonically.

The purpose of this paper is to develop models for a given 
document retrieval system and a given class of one stage searches 
which describe the relationship between the search return (expressed 
in the number of relevant documents retrieved) and the search effort
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(expressed in the number of documents examined). This relationship 
is called the search characteristic curve. -

There are two ways in which the applicability of the notion of the 
search characteristic curve can be generalized. First of all, each stage 
of a multiple stage search can be described by a curve similar to a search 
characteristic curve. By appropriately combining these curves for each 
stage of the search an overall mea ure of return versus effort can be ob
tained.

Secondly, the number of categories or levels used to characterize 
the degree of relevance each examined document bears to the search re
quest may be greater than two. (The usual treatment is to use only two 
categories: relevant and not relevant). The return from a search where 
there are k levels of relevance may be measured in the numbers of docu
ments examined which fall into each of the k levels. In this case k - 1 
search characteristic curves would result: one curve for each nonzero 
level of relevance. For example, if examined documents were categorized 
as b Ing nonrelevant, relevant, or crucially relevant, as was proposed 
by Mooers [6], then k = 3 and two search characteristic curves would 
result: one for the relevant documents, and one for the crucially rele
vant documents.

To simplify the following presentation, neither of these generali
zations of the search characteristic curve will be considered further. In 
other words, it will be assumed that all relevance judgments will be 
assumed to be dichotomous, i. e., examined documents are judged to be 
either relevant or not relevant. It will also be assumed that all searches 
are one stage searches.

The expression, "search characteristic curve", has been used to describe 
various concepts in the literature. Therefore, the meaning attributed to 
it here must be restricted to its use in this paper.
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I 3.2.2 Properties bf a search characteristic curve

Two important types of one stage searches are the following:
A user's search request is submitted to the document retrieval 
system which responds by furnishing the user with a reasonable 
number of documents assessed by the system as being relevant 

the search request. In this case adl of the documents sub
mitted to the user are examined by him and he judges a fraction 
of these as being relevant to his search request.

A user's search request is submitted to the system which responds 
by furnishing the user with a large number of documents ordered 
by the system according to the estimated degree of match between 
document and search request. In this case only a fraction of the 
documents are examineu m order by the user who judges a fraction 
of these as being relevant to his search request.

I a.

I
f

b.

For such searches, how can the search effort be varied? For a 
Type b search the effort may be readily increased by examining more docu
ments in the ordered output from the system. For a Type a search it at 
first appears that the output is fixed because the user examines ^ of the 
documents in the output from the system. Ho\. ever, if the acceptance 
criteria used by the system in assessing whether or not a document is 
relevant to the search r quest is varied, then the size of the output from 
the systems can be varied and hence the number of documents examined

hi either case, the search effort may be varied by varying 

the number of documents e^-'mined by the user.

To describe quantitatively how the search return (measured in number 
of relevant documents) varies with the ''e. rch effort (measured in number of 

documents examined) it is convenie: ^ to define the following terms:

the total number of documents in the file 
the number of relevant documents in the file 
the total number of documents examined
the nuniber of relevant documents retrieved when the number 
of documents inspected is n

can be varied.

N
M
n
m
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f = n/Nj the fraction of the file examined
r = m/M, the fraction of relevant documents which are examined 

(also the recall)

The search characteristic curvf for Ihe starch is the relationship between 
m and n, and is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 1. The normalized search 
characteristic curve, where both the abscissa and ordinate are normalized 
to a range between zero and one by the relationship between r and f, may 
also be shown in the same way. The search characteristic curve r versus 
n has been found to be particularly useful by some investigators.

M

m

0
0 Nn

Figure 3, 2. 1. A Search Characteristic Curve.

I
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I There is an ad\^ntage to considering the normalized version of the 

search characteristic curve, viz, r versus f. because the same scales for

[ abscissa and ordinate can be used for all value, of N and M and, therefore.
On the other hand, if searchesa great economy of expression will result, 

with different values of M and N have substantially different shapes, then
employing the normalized curves would mask these differences and pos

sibly lead to imalid conclusions. However, it will be assumed here that 
searches have been appropriately categorized so that substantial differences

Be-in shapes of normalized search characteristic curves do not exist.
of the economy of expression afforded by the normalized search 

characteristic curve, and because one can always use the normalized 
search characteristic curve and values of M and N to recapture the un
normalized search characte^i.3tic curve, the remainder of this paper 

will consider only the normalized form.

cause

The properties which a search characteristic curve should have are

the following:

i. It should pass through the poir ts (f = 0, r - 0) and (f = 1, r = 1) 

r should be a monotonically ir.creasing function of f

The second property follows from the fact that inspecting a greater fraction 
of the file should not decrease the number of wanted documents retrieved.

3.2.3. Models for search characteristic curves

In this section three models will be de/eloped for the normalized 

search characteristic curves: one based on the Beta Distribution, one 
based on the equivalent number of random searches, and one based on a 

generalized Beta Distribution.

ii.

Search characteristic curves based on the beta distribution3.2.3. 1

Property (ii) suggests that r should be proportional to an
thatappropriate cumulative distribution function and Property (i) suggests
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the appropriate distribution fiuiction is the Beta Distribution and that the 
proportionality constant is unity. Hence we may write:*

_f
B(a.b) J

where a and b are the (positive) parameters of the Beta Distribution.

b-11 (1-t) dt. 0 < f < 1r = ya.b) = (1)

The rate of increase in the search return with search

effort from (1) is

dr = ----- ^— f
B(a.b)

b-1a-1
(1-f) 0 < f < 1 (2)df

and is illustrated in Figure 3. 2. 2 for several values of a and b.

The values of a and b which represent a particular search 
indicate how good the search is. A random search is chai acterized by an 
equal rate of increase of search return with search effort for all values of f. 
This corresponds to a = 1 and b = 1. Since the object of a search is to ob

tain as many of the relevant documents as possible with as little search 
effort as possible, a search which yields high values of dr/df for small 
values of f is a good one. This corresponds to large values of b and small 
values of a. Furthermore, a good search would be expected to have a de

creasing rate of return. For thi.s condition to hold for all values of f, a 
should be less than or equal to unity.

3. 2. 3. 2 Search characteristic cur.es based on equivalent number

The Beta Distribution can be related to other well known 
distributions, notably the F-distribu‘ion and the Binomial distribution. The 
r elationship between the Beta Distribution and the Binomial distribution is

The complete Beta function is defined to be:

(
b-1B(a,b) (l-t)- ‘dt1
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Figure 3. 2,2. •Variation of rate of return with search effort - beta 
distribution with mean value, a/(a+b) = 0. 05
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very instructive, for not only is it possible to use binomial tables to evaluate 
the Beta distribution but one can attach a definite meaning to the otherwise 

purely empirical parameters a and b.

The relationship between the Beta and Binomial distri

bution is (see Abramowitz [1]:
n

( " ) f ^ (1 - f)" ■ ^ (3)I (a, n - a + 1) = E 
j=a

The right-hand side of (3) can be associated with a series 

of random searches for the wanted documents in the file. This association 
be used to interpret the parameters a and b in terms of these ’-andom 

searches as will now be demonstrated.

3

can

Consider a single random search against the file where 
each random search consists of examining a fraction f of the total file. Be- 

the search is random the proportion of the wanted documents which 
examined and therefore retrieved, equals f, i. e., r = f. Furthermore, 

if n such searches are made against the file, then the proportion of wanted 
documents which are inspected in at least a of the n searches is:

cause
are

n
( " ) f ^ (1 - f) ^ (4)E

jj=a
which is the right-hand side of (3). This proportion can be made large by

making a small and n large.

For a given value of f an actual search produces a fraction 
of the wanted documents r which is equivalent to the fraction of wanted docu

ments found in at least a of n random searches. Therefore let n be called 
the equivalent number of random searches. Comparison of (1) and (3) re
veals that for a search whose characteristic curve is I^(a, b) the equivalent 

number of random searches is given by:

n = a-ib-l
and r for this search equals the fraction of wanted documents found in at 

least a of these n equivalent random searches.

(5)I

I
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A particularly interesting class of searches are thoje for 

which a = 1. For these searches the number of equivalent random searches
is b, as can be seen from (5). Furthermore, r equals the fraction of wanted

In this case thedocuments found in at least one of these b random s arches, 
search characteristic curve assumes the following simple form which can 
be obtained readily either by integrating (1> or by evaluating 1 minus the 

complement of the right-hand side of (J)-

r = 1 - (1-f)^ (6)
I

Characteristic curves based on a generalized beta 
distribution search

3.2.3.3

Equation (61 is considerably simpler than (1) and can be 

readily used to compute the value of r from a knowledge of f. 
highly desirable property. On the other hand (6) contains only one para
meter and therefore is not as flexible as (1) for purposes of describing

In this subsection a

This is a

search characteristic curves of operating systems, 
model for r is developed v.hich has the two desirable properties mentioned. 
That is, the model permits r to be readily computed and yet is more 
nexible than Equation (1) in that it contains two rather than one parameter.

Recall that (6) was obtained from (11 by letting a equal

unity and is of the form

- (l-x)'" (7)I^d.bl 1

If we let

= (8)X

and substitute x into (7) we obtain the following function of f with two parameters, 

k and b, which may be used as a model for r
1/k.b (91r = 1 - (1-f )
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The form of (9) is almost as simple as (6) and yet is more flexible because 
it has two parameters rather than just one. Also Property i is satisfied by 
(9) for if f is zero the r is zero, and if f is unity the r is unity. * Notice that 
(9) reduces to (6) when k is unity.

An effective search usuf.' aid not require that a large 
fraction of the file be inspected to obtain a reasonable number of relevant
documents. Therefore, the more interesting region of a search charac
teristic curve is the region where f assumes small values. In this region 
the search characteristic curve described by (9) can be approximated by a 
simpler form which is easy to plot.

A Taylor's expansion of (9) about the point f = 0 up to first
order terms yields:

1/kr •5- (b/k)f (10)

Taking logarithms of (10) gives

log r ~ log (b/k) + 1/k log f (11)

From (11) it is clear that a log-log plot of r versus f for small values of f 
should be linear with a slope equal to 1/k and an intercept equal to log (b/k). 
This information can be used for graphically estimating the values of b and 
k as will be shown in Section 3. 2. 6.

3.2.4 The relationship betw'een the search characteristic curve and the 
operating characteristic curve proposed by Swets

Swets [8] has proposed using the operating characteristic curve of 
an information retrieval system as a measure of its performance. The 
operating characteristic curve is a plot of the probability of retrieving a 
document given that the document is relevant to '^he search request - denoted

The right-hand side of (9) is a valid cumulative distribution factor whose 
statistical properties are developed in a companion paper by the author [10].I

I
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I by P(R |r') - against the probability of retrieving a document given that it 

is not relevant - denoted by P(r| r'). In this notation R denotes the event 

that a document is retrieved, r' denotes the event that the document is 
relevant, and r' denotes that the document is not relevant. Furthermore, 
Swets has shown that the operating characteristic curves for several in
formation retrieval systems are well represented by straight lines when 
the scales for P(R |r') and P(r1 f') are normal probability scales, i. e,, 

the scales are linear with respect to the normal standard deviate.

The purpose of this section is to relate the operating characteristic 
curve proposed by Swets to the search characteristic curves developed in 
this paper. Toward this end it is convenient first to relate the probabilities 

of the events r' and R to quantities defined earlier.

With respect to a given search request the probability that a docu
ment selected from the file ct random is relevant is equal to the fraction 

of documents in the file that are relevant, i. e

I
I
r
1

• $
M (12)P(r') - ^

The probability that a document selected from the file at random 
is retrieved (or examined) is the fraction of documents in the file that 

are inspected:

P(R) = ^

By definition of f it follows that

(13)

(14)P(R) = f

Also, the probability that a document is retrieved given that it 
is relevant is the fraction of relevant documents in the file that are 

retrieved.

P(R r') = ^ (15)
M
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By definition of r it follows that 

P(R|r') = r

In the development of Swets and most other investigators a document 
is either relevant, r', or it is not relevant, r', and these events are mutually 
exclusive. Consequently, we may write^i'

P(R) = P(R (r')-P(r') + P(P| r') P(f')

This well known relationship follows from the additivity of probabilities and 
the definition of conditional probability, e.g., see Feller [4].

Because r' and r' are complementary events it follows that

p(r') = 1 - p(r')

Substituting (13), (14) and (18) into (17) yields 

f = P(Rjr')^ + P(R|f')- 1 - ^

Consequently, if an operating cliaracteristic curve is given, i. e., if pairs 
of values of P(R |r') and P(R |f') are given, and the fraction of documents 

in tlie file that are relevant is known, then one can construct a search 
characteristic curve using (16) and (19),

If the fraction of documents in the file which are relevant is small 
compared to unity, then (19) can be simplified considerably, for then

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

and

N1 - (21)

so that (19) reduces to

f ~ P(R|f') (22)

In the more general case where k rather than two categories of relevance 
are considered, the right-hand side would contain k terms instead of two.I
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I Notice that this approximation is valid only if

M
P(R f')>> P(R r')

and therefore may deteriorate when large values of recall. P(R|r'). 

reached.

(23)I
are

I
In the event that (22) holds then SweU' operating characteristic curve 

and the search characteristic curve are identical. This follows from (16) 

and (22).

I
3,2.5 The relationship between search characteristic curves and recall-

precision

A pair of measures which has been used by many investigators.
notably Perry. Kent and Berry 17]. Cleverdon [31. and Lancaster [5]. for

are the recall andthe purpose of evaluating information retrieval systems 
the precision. The recall, r. has already been defined. The precision.

p, is defined by
m (24)P = r

From the definition of r and f it follows that 
M r

P - N ■ 7
Let p be called the file precision ratio and be defined to be M/N. 

clearly

(25)

Then

(26)P.pi
Since r/f is the slope of a line passing though the origin and a point (r. f) of

can readily generate the values of pthe search characteristic curve, 
using a search characteristic curve and the file precision ratio using (26).

one

3,2,6 Some observed search characteristic curves

Bryant. Searls. Shumway. and Weinman [2] have compared four 
different search strategies. The observations consisted of pairs of values 

nveraged over a set of 13 queries, each processed according tofor m. n
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the four search strategies. The results are presented in Figure 3. 2. 3

which is a plot of log r versus log f. Also included in Figure 3. 2. 3 is
a typical observed operating characteristic curve presented by Swets [8] -
a curve with unit slope (S = 1). separation parameter E equal to 2, and 
M— equal to 0. 03.

The search characteristic curves for search strategies 1, 2 and 
4 appear to be reasonably well represented by (6) or equivalently by (9) 
with k = 1. These searches, therefore, can be described by the equiva
lent number of random searches. From Figure 3.2.3 it can be seen that 
search strategies 1, 2 and 4 have equivalent number of random searches 

approximately equal to 20. 50, and 10. respectively.

It follows that for k = 1 the value of b, the equivalent number of 

random searches, is the ratio of r to f along the r axis. For example, 
b for search strategy 2 is 0. 05/0. 001 or 50.

The search characteristic curves for strategy 3 and for the typical 

operating characteristic curve presented by Swets are not very well 
represented by values of k = 1. A value of k = 2, however, does appear 

to describe these curves reasonably well.

i
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3,3 THE FAMILY OF MODIFIED BETA PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

by

Robert R. V. Wiederkehr

3.3.1 Introduction

In the process of exploring mathematical expressions suitable for 
describing search characteristic curves of information retrieval systems, 
a probability distribution related to the beta probability distribution 
developed by the author in another paper (1]. In this paper some of the 
basic properties of this distribution, called the modified beta distribution, 

will be reviewed and extended.

A random variable defined over a finite interval (a,b) can be 
transformed via translation and scale change to a new random variable 
defined over the interval (0, 1). A convenient way of representing the 
distributions of such random variables is by selecting an appropriate 
member of the family of beta distributions. Although the beta dis
tribution has certain desirable properties, such as belonging to the 
exponential family of distributions, it has a cumulative distribution 
function which in general cannot be readily evaluated without the aid 
of extensive tables or electronic computers. The purpose of this paper 
is to develop a family of distributions, suitable for describing 
dom variable defined over the interval (0. 1). whose cumulative dis
tribution function can be simply evaluated without the aid of tables or 

electronic computers.

Toward this end certain properties of the beta distribution will 

be viewed and then used to generate the family of modified beta distri
bution with the desired properties. The method used to generate the 
family of modified beta distributions from the family of beta distributions 
will then be used to generate the Weibull family of distributions from a 

member of the family of gamma distributions.

I was

a ran-
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3.3.2 The family of beta probability distributions

The family of modified beta probability distributions to be developed

Therefore, it is conve- i. nt to
Let X be a ’-andom

depends strongly on the bet’’ distribution, 

first review certain pro> 
variable defined on the unit interval (0, 1). If X belongs to the family of 
beta probability distributions with parameters a and b, then the cumulative

o of the beta distribution.

distribution function (c. d. f.) of X is given by:
X

t
(1)b-1a-1 (1-tr *dt.P(X<x) = Ma.b) =

0 < x< 1 
a > 0. b > 0

where B(a,b), the complete function, is defined by:

0

(l-t)^'^dta-1 (2)B{a,b)

The complete beta function is related to the gamma function (defined by 

(14) below) by:

r(a)r(b)
r(a+b)

The density function of X is

(3)B(a.b)

b-1a-1 (4)0 < X < 1(1-x)

elsewhere

The moments of X are readily evaluated from (4) and (2). In 

moment of X is

0

oarticular the m
1
/ ^ n(m+a,b)

H(a,b) ' ’(l-x)^'^dx =m+a-11ni. E(x ) B(a,b) ^ 

In view of (3), (5) reduces to

r(m+a) • r(a+b) 
f(a) r(m+a+b)

(6)m,E(x ) =
i

I
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3.3.3 The genesis of the family uf moc]ified beta probability distributions

For most values of a and b the right-hand side of (1) cannot be 

integrated to yield a simple closed form expression. An exception to 
this statement is when a is unity and b is positive, for then it is easily 

shown that

1 - {l-xf (7)yi.^) =

r Although (7) is simple, it is not very flexible because only one parameter 

is available for curve fitting purposes.

More flexibility can be incorporated into (7) by using the following

transformation
0 < x < 1 
a> 0

a (8)X = y

so that (7) becomes
= 1 - (l-y“)^ s Hy(a./3) O)P(X<x) -- P(Y<y) = yi,^)

(8) it is clear that the transformed random variable Y is defined overFrom
the interval (0, 1) and from (9) or (1) it is clear that lya, 0) is the c. d. f. 

for Y. The family of probability distribution Hy(a, 0) will be called ^ 
modified beta family of probability distributions. The probability density

function of Y for a, p positive is

= Q!i3(l-y“)^'V°' ^ (10)0< y< 1 
elsewhere

fy(y o.P)

The moments of the transformed variable Y can be determined 
straightforwardly from (5). In particular, the n*^ moment of Y is given

0

by
r(i+i3)
n^+i+p)

be evaluated using tables for the gamma

e(y”) = E(x"^") = r(| + 1) • (11)

The right-hand side of (11) can 

function.
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I
When E(Y) is /ery small, which is often the case in practice, then 

an excllcnt approximation to can be obtained by a Taylor's ex

pansion about the point y = 0. Since ^) " 0>

we have from (10)

= fy(y|a,

Hy(o!,i3) ^ aj5y“. 

Taking logarithms of (12) yields

(12)0 < y < < I

(13)= log ap + a log ylog

From (13) it is clear that a plot of the logarithm of the c.d.f. versus the 
logarithms of y should be linear for small values of y with a slope equal 
to a and an intercept equal to log afi. This property can be used to estimate

a and P graphically using log-log paper.

3,3.4 The genesis of the Weibull family of probability distributions

It is interesting to note tiiat the family of Weibull distributions can 
be generated from the gamma distribution by the same method as was 
used above to generate the family of modified beta distributions from the 

beta distributions.

The c.d.f. of the gamma uis:ribution is

f

X

JL.f 
vmJ

„ .a-1 -bx... , (bx) e d(bx). (14)0 < X < “ 
a> 0 
b> 0

F^(a.b) -

where
CD

I ^a-1 -Xe dx (15)a> 0r(a) =
The n*^ moment of this distribution is

r(m+a)EU^) = (16)
b“r(a)

The inte-^ral on the right side of (14) assumes a particularly simple form
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when a is unity for then it reduces to the exponential distribution

-bx (17)F (l.b) = 1 - e 0 < X < ®
X

By making the transformation
a (18)a> 0. 0 < y < ®= y

one obtain*
,-^y“

(19)Gja.P) = F^(l,^) = 1 - 

The right-hand side of (19) is the c.d, f. of the Weibull distribution.
y

Th’ moments of the Weibull distribution are readily obtained
moment of Y is given byfrom (16) and (18). In particular, the n

nn
E(y") = E(x“) = j3“r(J+l) (20)
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I CONTl'NGENCY TABLES IN INFORMATION RETRIEVAL: 

AN INFORMATION THEORETIC ANALYSIS
3.4

I by

I R. H, Shumway

3.4.1 Introduction

Most often in the evaluation of an operating or proposed information

retrieval system, the results of the data collection procedure are pre-

This means that the underlying observationssented in categorical form.
discrete random variables such as the number of relevant documentsare

In fact.retrieved or the number of irielevant documents not retrieved.

practice is to present the results of an experiment in terms
infor-

a common
of n t' o-way contingency table whose entries have meaning in the 
mation retrieval context. Table 3.4. 1 shows the usual arrangement

Table 3. 4. 1. Contingency Table Characterizing Document Retrieval.

Not
Retrieved Retrieve 1

Not
Relevant

^1.^12^11

^2.^22^21Relevant

N^.2"".I

representing the outcomes of an experiment where X^^,

the numbers of observations ia each of the four categories, with the 
dot notation symbolizing marginal totals. The two-way table yields measures

of interest such as recall <^22'^^2 ^ precision <^22^^. 2^'

whole series of such two-way tables for competing methods or 
systems with the objective being a comparison between the different systems.

are

One may

collect a
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The purpose of this discussion is to propose the information 

statistic as a measure of association or effectiveness for a two-way con

tingency table. The notion of association is introduced as the lack of inde

pendence in the two-way table which associates the retrieved documents with

It is certainly true that almost any reasonable re-the relevant documents, 
trieval scheme will fail an independence test, but it is the extent to which

a dependence (lack of independence) exists which makes one system better 
than another. The information statistic ranks the possible two-way tabl-s

order which is directly proportional to the likelihood of the table under

The information statistic also provides the
in an
the assumption of nr association.

ing this dependence between the various factors whichvehicle for p^rtiti
influence the outcome of the search. In this w'ay it performs for discrete

data the same function as the analysis of variance does for continuous data.

The partitioning of sums of squares by factors is simply replaced by a cor-
The approachresponding partition of the logarithmic information components.

-nay also be obtained by way of the likelihood ratio test and is approximately 
equivalent to the usual chi-square tests for independence in a contingency

ral examples are presented to illustrate the versatility and appli-table. r
approach.cabil

'ussion3 '

egard the numbers generated in two-way tables 
-vniial distribution so that the probability of ob-

V r

'7
/11/12/21/22 
^11 ^12 21 ^22

N!
= X Ill’^12’^2l’^22-

(1)= N

■ ooument falls in the i^^ row and 

-e of association must reflect 
of Table 3.4. 1, since one 

with those in tl." relevant

where P.. is ti/<. 
thj column of TabV

i clustering of numbt 
is interested in assoI



category and the nonretrieved documents in the nonrrlevant category. 
Clearly, such a number would be related to the departure from indep m- 

dcnce of the row and column classifications (i.e.. tlie extent to which 
the relation P. . = P. P ^ is not true for all i and j). It should bo noted 
in this context that non-independence components from nonrelevant docu

ments not retrieved and relevant documents retrieved are not the only

kinds of dependencies possible, but within most operating systems these 
A measure can be defined which indicates the de-are the likely ones, 

parture of the specific two-way table from one which would be generated 
if the row and column categories were independent. This argument ([3]

. 158) for an r X c table with observed cell entries i = 1

j = 1. .... c leads to an information statistic

NX

r.
P

r c
2KH,: H„) = 2 S E X log iL- (2)

X. X .
1. .J

= P P wliere 
1. . j

The dot notation applied to a
for testing the independence hypothesis

N = r-x . = EX= E X... X... X.
1-

probability indicates a marginal probability.

The preceding information number has asymptotically the chi- 

square distribution so tliat the relative significance of values for 
2f(Hj^:H2) can be appraised from a probabilistic standpoint. I'or example, 
any information number computed from Table 3.4. 1 has an appro-.imate 

di ibution with two degrees of freedom.

ij'•1 ijij

chi-squa

A statistic related directly to 2I(Hj^:H2) has been applied by 
R. Shirey, et. al. i5] to the foil wing information retrieval situation. 
Suppose that we wit,h to evaluc’.e the elfectivcness Oi certain cues com

monly associated with documents: in pa.-ticular, their effectiveness 
as indicators of the releva ce or nonrelcvance of those same documents. 
The cues chosen are the conventional ones: citations, abstracts, first

121
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1 aragraphs, last paragraphs and first and last pciragraphs combined.

In pai t'.culai, in [5] a set of two-way tables relating the decisions made

? decisions made by the judges is n^-Uzed as in Table 3. 4. 2by the cues

Table Relationship between cues J judges' decisions

Cue Indication

Not
Relevant Relevant

Not
Relevant
Relevant

X . X X11 12 1.Judge
Decision X X ^2.21 22

X ''.2.1

Table 3.4. 3 summarize" the results of !he retrieval expei ' lent 
given in reference [5]. The entries in the citations table show, foi- example, 
that 44 documents which the citations mdicaU-d as relevant vver'* r -levant, 
112 documents whieh the citations indicated as not . elcvant were not 
relevant, 55 of the document'^ which the citations indicated as not 
relevant were relevant, and 16 dot aments designated as nonrelevant by 
the cues actually turned out nonrelevant.

.Shirey, et. al. [5] present their equations in terms of the joint 
probabilities associated with Table 3.4.2 obtained by dividing each entry 
by N. It is convenient to rcrain their notation which subst'tutcs the 
theoretical probability P(D_C,) for the sample frequency and

identifies P(D_C4 as the joint probability that a document will be in 
the relevance category w'hile the cue is in the j^^ relevance category. 

Marginal probabilities are defined as usual by summing the joint 
probabilities over the appropriate subscript. Tlien, as in conventional 
engineering communication theory, the original uncertainty about : ir 
document relevance is defined as

I
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Table 3. 4. 3 Summary Data from a Retrieval Experiment 
Using Several Methods of Searcliing

First Paragraphs 
Cue

Judge
Decision

55 43 98
/

16 no 126Citations
Cue 71 153 224

44 55 99Judge
Decision

16 112 128

22760 167

Last Paragraphs 
Cue

61 38 99Judge
Decision 20 106 126

144 22581

Abstracts
Cue

First and Last Paragraphs 
Cue

82Judge
Decision

3943 Judge 63 
Decision

31 94

13118 113 13110 121

61 152 213 73 152 225

«
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H(D) • = -E P(D.) log P{D.) = -EP{D.. C.)logP(D.) 
i ij ^ J J

(3)
The conditional uncertainty after the cues have been examined is

H(d|c) = -EP(D ,C.) log P(D Ic ) 
ij ^ J 1 J

P{D..C.)i' J= -EP(D.,C.) log 
1 J ® (4)P(C.)ij i

where the vertical bar indicates a conditional probability. 

The "uncertainty resolved" by knowing the is then given bycue

P(D..C.)
H(D) - H(d|c) = r.P{D..C.) log

P(D.) P{CJi J

A sample estimate for the information gain or loss in uncertainty is

X.. NX
H(D)-H(d|c) = ij

X
ij i. •J

(6)

so that the two information approaches are consistent and the asymptotic 
distribution of the conditional information gain is also distributed as

chi-square with one degree of freedom.

For the si. o-way table, then, the usual statistic for 
testing independence of row and column classifications is identical with 
the measure developed from the conditional entropy communication 
channel approach. In the following section we shall show how the two-

v/ay table information measure can be extended to a more general 
situation such as the data in Table 3. 4. 3. General material on the use 
of the information theoretic measure for testing several hypotheses in 
multidimensional contingency tables can be found in references [3] and [4].
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3. 4. 3 Examples

The data in Table 3. 4. 3 will be represented in the form X
ijk

where i and j refer to the two-by-two table indexes and k identifies the 
type of cue (i, j = 1, 2; k = 1, . . ., 5). The first question that will be 

considered is the same as considered by Shirey, et. al. [5], and relates to 
measuring the association between cue indications and relevance for

each particular cue (i. e., citations, abstracts, etc. ). Now, if P 
the probability of being in the i*^ row and column of the k^*^ 

table, with P

is
ijk

two-way

P jk' ^ k’ corresponding marginal probabilities.i. k'
we may envision the hypothesis for testing independence in the form1

P. , P 1. k , jk
^ijk " (7)

.k

This hypothesis tests whether the judge's decision is independent 
of the cue for a given type of cue. The information measure of associa

tion is the analog of the partial correlation coefficient between judges' 
decisions and cues, with the effect of method eliminated. Symbolically, 
we may write the conditional information component as

• • k ijk
,X1. k .jk

- ((D|K) X (C|k) ) = 2 r X21 log- (8)ijkij

which has the chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom. Com

putations are facilitated with the table of 2n log n in [4]. The results 
shown in Table 3. 4. 4 are all highly significant, since 12.16 is the chi- 
square critical point at the 99. 95% level of significance. This is to be 
expected, but the ordering of the conditional information components is
interesting, with two paragraphs yielding approximately twice the 
information in either the first or last paragraph. These components 
are all highly significant so that, given that the k^^ method is assigned.
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there is a very high degree of association bet-veen the cue indicator 
and the judge's decision as to the relevance of the document.

The above comparisons are not particularly illuminating, since

they yield only cursory information about the significance of the differences 
between methods. In order to test for these effects and others we regard 
the data in Table 3. 4. 3 as a three-dimensional contingency table, with 
the observation X..^^ denoting the number of documents in the i*^‘ 

and j cue category for the method (i, j = 1, 2. k = 1. .... 5). In 
this case we may regard the total association information for the three- 
way table as being specified by the hypothesis

decision

H -P... = P. P . P ,
3 ijk 1. . .J. ,.k

which tests the independences of the three categories, 
methods. By [3], p, 162. this yields the information component

N^X.

1.. .J. ..k

(9)

decision, cues, and

KDxCxM) =E X (10)
i. jk

and the resulting number is shown in Part II of Table 3.4.4 as significant 
at the 0. 001 level. Now. given that there is a high degree of association 
between the three categories, the natural question is the extent to which

Uio uoaotiaUun between i, j, and k is influenced by the association be

tween i and j. If this component is the only significant contributor to 
the decisions-by-cues-by-methods (DXCXIVI) component the effect of 
method on the retrieval performance can be discounted, 

partition the independence component I (DxCxM) into an information 
ponent depending strictly on the association between the judge decision

A

and cue, say, I(DXC), and an information component reflecting the 
association between methods and the decision cue two-way table, say, 
I(DCxM). This effectively tests the homogeneity of the two-way tables 
for different methods. The hypotheses of interest

Hence, we

com

are

H.: P.. = P.
4 ij. 1,,

P . (11)• J.
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I Table 3.4.4. Analysis of Information

I I. Analysis of Information (Conditional Components)

I (D|k)x(c|k)

29.725 
36.763 
49.504 
51.923

k

Citations

Abstracts

First Paragraph

Last Paragraph

First and Last Paragraph?

1

2

3

4

5 93.712

II. Analysis of Information (Independence Component)

Source Information d.f.
='r-*=!=

I(DxC) 1250.928
A

KDCxM) 18.309 12

I(DxCxM) 13269. 237

III. Analysis of Information (KDCxM) Method Component)

KDCxM) d.f.

2.427 3Within Abstracts and Citations

Within Paragraph Methods

Between Abstracts-Citations, 
and Paragraphs

7.064 6

*
38.818

18.309 12

Significant at 0. 05 level 
** Significant at i 
*** Significant at 0.001 level

*
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p . p . = p p

In the above, corresponds to the hypothesis of no correlation between 
decisions and cues, with indicating a hypothesis of no multiple cor

relation between methods and the decision cue combination.

The information measures ([3], p. 167) are

(12)

NX
ij.l(DxC) = 2EX log^ (13)ij. . X .

1.. .J.ij
NX

I(DCxM) (14).. X , 
ij. ..k

The numerical results for (13) and (14) applied to the Table 3. 4. 3 data 

are shown in part II of Table 3.4. 4. The component testing the inde
pendence of cues and judges' decisions is highly significant whereas the 
component yielding information on methods is not significant, 
would tend to conclude on the basis of the above that methods 
inherently different. The conditional information components in Part I 
of Table 3.4.4 indicate that if

Thus one
are not

one pools methods into a groip containing 
paragraph methods and a group containing the abstract and citation
method results a significant effect might result, 
of Table 3.4.4 we have partitioned the DCXM component into two within 

group components and a between group component which is significant at 
the 0. 05 level.

Therefore, in part UI

To summarize, all methods are decidedly better than a random 
method would be.as evidenced by the uniformly high conditional information 

components. The association, as would be expected, is mainly between 
the particular cue and whether or not the document is judged relevant. 
However, a further examination of the independence component implies 
that there is a signiil-ant difference between the methods if they 

grouped into a method ii volving only abstracts and citations and
are
a method
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involving only paragraphs. Hence, one tends to conclude that methods in
volving paragraphs are significantly better than methods involving citations 
and abstracts.

3.4.4 Conclus ions

The purpose of this discussion has been to examine the performance 
of contingency table techniques as they might be applied in the field of in
formation retrieval. The methods rest, in theory, upon the assumption 
that the data is categorical, an assumption which is certainly well satis
fied in most evaluation study contexts. Then, based on multinomial 
theory, an approach developed either from the likelihood ratio or the 
information statistic is presented which yields a sequence of tests for 
association between retrieved and relevant data in a typical information 
retrieval experiment. It is shown that the tests can give answers to 
many of the questions which arise about the effectiveness of certain in
formation retrieval systems. In addition, the information measure pre
sented appears to have an advantage over recall and precision in that all 
of the data in the two-way table is used in a single measure of association. 
Relations between the information measures and the usual simple, partial 
and multiple correlation functions are given reinforcing the intuitive appeal 
of the information approach.
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3. 5 A NFT BF:.NKK]T MOBtiL UK EVABUA'I NG 
El.EME'TAKV DO('UM KN'T KETRU.VAL SYSTEMS

by

Robert R. V. V’iederkehr

3. 5. 1 Introduction

Most efforts to evaluate inform.! Mon i etneva’ systems
have dealt with s; stems in the researc i. an J de- -lopo ent stage, and have 
been concerned primarily with deinonstrating the technical feasibility 
of cei'tain subsystems, such as indexbm. The performance

measures used in these evaluations have emphasized the recall (fraction 
of relevant documents that are retrieved) and the precision (fraction of 
retrieved documents that are relevant) or closely related nea.sures, and 
have deemphasized o- ignored factors of cost and benefits. In tlic research
and development stage of a system, where the primaiy objective is to 
demonstrate tec'inicat feasibility, this approach appears appropriate. 

However, when a large-scale system advances to the operational stage, 
the primary objective should shift toward demonstrating economic feasi

bility, and performance measures should reflect both cost and benefits.

The purpose of this paper is to develop a .'‘ramework for quantitative 
economic evaluation of inform.ition retrieval systems.

3. 5. 2 A rationale for the economic evaluation of document retrieval
systems

The evaluation of a .system in general and an information retrieval 
system (or subsystem) in particular, may be c<.nGidered to be a problem 
of economic choice which, according to Hitch and AlcKean [1]* has 
the following five elements:

♦
Hitch and McKean's book has been widely accepted as a standard 
reference by evaluators and systems analysts in the Department of 
Defense and more recently in other federal agencies.
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1. An objective or objectives. What aims are we trying to accom
plish with the equipment and personnel that the analysis is 
designed to compare?

2. Altcinatives. By what alternative equipments, procedures, 
and/or personnel may the general objectives be accomplished? 
The alternatives are frequently referred to as systems.

3. Costs or resources used. Each alternate system requires 
ceitain cost.s or the using up of certain resources.

4. A model or models. Models are abstract representations of 
reality. They may assume the form of a complex set of mathe
matical relationships, or they may assume the form of small- 
■scale representations of reality. For evaluation purposes the 
essential relationships are those between system inputs and 
system outputs. These are the relationships that should be 
represented by models.

5. A criterion. A criterion is a decision rule or test by which 
one chooses one alternative system rather than another.

Therefore one can conduct a comparative evaluation by applying the cri

terion to each of the various alternative systems. Furthermore, since an 
alternative that always exists is the "system" that would exist in the ab

sence of any new or proposed systems, one can use this "system" as a 

frame of reference and thereby conduct an evaluation of a single new or 
proposed system..

Hitch and McKean have considered the above five elements in 
connection with evaluating military systems. We shall consider the five 
elements in connection with evaluating information retrieval systems.

3. 5. 2.1 Objectives

The objectives of an information retrieval system may be 
view'ed from a number of levels. A higher level objective is to provide 
informational support in meeting organizational goals. Lower level 
objectives are to satisfy users' informational needs, requests, or wants. 
Regardless of the level of viewpoint, information retrieval systems play
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a support role and are of value only insofar as they assist organizations 
or individuals in meeting their goals.

3. 5. 2. 2 Alternatives or systems

A document retrieval system may be defined to be 
bination of equipment, people and procedures for performing the following 
functions:

a com-

I

a. Document composition

b. Document production

c. Document storage

d. Document identification and location

e. Document presentation

f. Document assimilation

[See Part II, Measurement]

3. 5. 2. 3 Costs or resources used

In arriving at estimates for the costs of a document retrieval 

system, it is convenient to consider two categories of costs: fixed or 
investment costs, and operating costs.

costs of developing, constructing and setting up the system while the 
operating costs are the recurring costs of running and maintaining the 
system year after year.

The fixed costs arc the one-time

A convenient breakdown of operating costs for an informa

tion retrieval system was developed by Hertz [2] who considered the cost 
components for each of the following functions:

Encoding objects (or items) 
Inserting them into storage 
Encoding the search request 
Preparing it for search 
Searching the store

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
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f. Identifying the retrieved cbjects
g. Appraisal of search results
h. Obtaining source objects

i. Reformulation or withdrawal of the search request

The operating costs, as well as operating time^ depend strongly on the level 
of activity of the information retrieval system.

An acceptable cost analysis should involve: (1) selecting 
a planning period, and an interest rate, (2) estimating the fixed costs, the 
operating costs for each year of the planning period, and the residual 
value of the system at the end of the planning period, (3) on the basis of 
(1) and (2) computing the overall cost - either by the present value method 
or average annual cost method. A complete description of a cost analysis 
is beyond the scope of this paper. For more details of a cost analysis 
see Grant and Ireson [3).

In addition to cost, an imp tant resource consumed in 
operating an information system is the user's time. This time is either 
time consumed in interacting with the system or waiting time for the 
system to respond to the search request.

3. 5. 2. 4 Models

For an information retrieval system, the main outputs 
are the wanted information retrieved and the value derived therefrom.
The main inputs are the system cost and the user's search effort required 
to retrieve the wanted documents.

3. 5. 2. 5 Criterion

When both benefits and costs can be expressed in the same 
units, a generally acceptable criterion is to select the alternative which 
maximizes the net benefit, i. e., the benefit minus the cost. This choice 
is equivalent to maximizing the profit.
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I
I Although it is not generally possible to express the bene

fits objectively in the same units as the cost, it is instructive to assume 
that appropriate factors can be selected which convert the benefit expressed in 
non-monetary units to benefits expressed in monetary units. In this 
paper, therefore, it will be assumed that benefits and costs can be ex
pressed in the same units, and that the net benefit is a suitable measure 
for evalu£ .ing alternatives.

I
i

A second measure which is often employed is the benefit- 
to-cost ratio. For example, Murdock and liston [4] have proposed using 
the benefit-to-cost ratio as a suitable measure for evaluating information 
retrieval systems. It is therefore of considerable interest to determine 
the relationships between the net benefit and the benefit-to-cost ratio. 
Such relationships are developed below.

3. 5. 2. 5.1 Relationships between the common cost-
benefit measures

For an information system operating at a 
given performance level, let C and B denote the costs and the benefits, 
respectively. As the performance level varies, C and B also vary and 
can be conveniently described by a curve of B versus C. The bold lines 
on Figure 3. 5.1 illustrate how B and C might vary for two alternate infor
mation systems, I and II.

Two measures which are readily derived 
from B and C are the net benefit or profit, P, and the benefit to cost 
ratio, R. These measures may be computed as follows;

P = B - C (3. 5.1)

R = B/C (3. 5. 2)

From (3. 5.1) it follows that lines of constant P on Figure 3. 5.1 are lines 
with a slope of unity and intercept of P.

lines of constant R on Figure 3. 5.1 pass through the origin and have a
From (3. 5. 2) it follows that
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slope of R. Consequently Figure 3. 5.1 can be used to study ho^v the 
benefit, the net-benefit, and the benefit-to-cost ratio simultaneously vary 
with cost (and therefore with performance level).

For a situation where adequate resources are 
of several alternate systems, the generally 

accepted measure of relative economic worth is the net benefit, 
the benefit minus the cost. The optimum choice in this 
selecting the alternative system which maximizes the

available for the selection of one

i. e,,
case consists of 

net benefit. P.

For the two information systems represented 
in Figure 3. 5.1 one can see that for System 1 the maximum net benefit
2 and occurs at a cost of 0. 8 while for System II the maximum net benefit 
is over 7 and occurs at a cost of 5. Hence. System II is preferable to 
System I if only one of these systerrs is to be selected.

In general maximizing the benefit to cost 
However, one instance where

this choice would be optimum is the following: A number of Type I or 
Type H systems are to be purchased for a fixed budget and the total 
benefit equals the benefit per system times the number of systems, 
the total net benefit is maximized by selecting the number of Type I sys
tems which just consume the fixed budget.

3- 5- 3 Models for evaluating the performance of document retrieval 
Systems in conducting elementary searches

An information retrieval system may be used for a number of 
different purposes, in a number of different subject areas, and by a 

number of different types of users. For example, an information retrieval 
system may be used for any of the following purposes:

a. To retrieve a specific document whose author and title 
known.

b. To retrieve a specific document known to exist but where 
author and/or title are unknown.

ratio does not yield the optimum choice.

Here

are
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To retrieve some documents containing information on a given 
subject.

c.

d. To retrieve all documents within the physical file containing 
information on a given subject (internal bibliographic search).

To retrieve all documents both within and without a physical 
file containing information on a given subject (internal and 
external bibliographic searches).

To receive a sampling of recent documents containing informa
tion on one or more subjects to become aware of current devel
opments .

To browse.

e.

f.

g-

Use may also be classified according to subject matter, user characteris
tics, and so on.

An information retrieval system may perform well for some types 
of use and poorly with respect to others. Also, the value of the output 
may be great for some types of searches and low for other types of searches. 
A well designed information retrieval system sliould have the property 
that it performs well for those types of searches which have a high value. 
Therefore, in evaluating an information retrieval system it is important 
to distinguish between the various types of use.

Precisely how these distinctions should be made, i. e. , what the 
ultimate breakdown or categorization of use should be, is a matter which 
should be resolved by further research. However, whatever the ultimate

breakdown of use may be, it will consist of a number of elementary types 
of use. For example, if use should be categorized only according to type 
of purpose, and if the suitable categories turned out to be a. to g. above, 
then there would be seven elementary types of use.

In this section attention is focused on a number of searches, all 
of which are restricted to a particular elementary type of use. These
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searches are called elementary searches, 
categorization of uses were considered

For example, if the above
appropriate, then the collection of 

all internal bibliographic searches, i. e., d above, would constitute an 
elementary class of searches. Corresponding to the other six categories
would be six more elementary classes of searches.

The simplest type of document retrieval system is one which per
forms searches belonging to only

type of system may be called an elementary document retrieval 
Investigators who make

elementary class of searches.one This
sys;em.

distinctions between various types of uses, in 
effect, are assuming that they have an elementary document retrieval
system.

no

The remainder of this section considers four types of models for 
elementary document retrieval systems:

The Search Characteristic Curve, a model that relates the 
search return to search effort for various levels of system 
performance

The Acquisition Characteristic Curve, a model that relates 
the return to the file size

The User Benefit Curve, a model that relates 
search return, and

The Net Benefit Model, a model that relates net benefit to 
the level of system performance.

The Search Characteristic Curve

a.

b.

c. user benefit to

d.

3. 5. 3.1

Each use of a 
may be considered to be a search.

document retrieval system by

Browsing, for example, is a haphazard 
kind of passive search while dissemination of information for 
awareness is an active type of search. In any event.

a user

current
a search supplies the 

user with a number of documents or document representations, such as 
abstracts or titles. Fcr a given class of elementary searches it will be 
assumed that the output of the system consists of a number of items that
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are examined at least in part by tbe user so that he judges each item with 
respect to relevance of the item to the user's search wants. In general, 
there will be k different levels of relevance ranging from not relevant to 
extremely relevant. A very common approach is to assume that k is
equal to 2, and that the two levels of relevancy of items are "relevant" and 
"not relevant". For the moment it will be assumed that k = 2.

The total number of items examined by the user is a 
measure of the user's search effort. As a result of this search effort the 
user will reap certain returns. A measure of these returns is the number 
of relevant documents found among those examined. The relationship 
between the search return, expressed by the number of relevant documents 
examined, and the search effort, expressed by the number of documents 
examined, is called the "search characteristic curve. "

Properties of the search characteristic curve have 
been studied and presented previously [Section 3. 2]. As a result of this 
study, the following useful normalized form for a search characteristic 
curve was derived:

( 1 - fl/^ " (3. 5. 3)= 1 -

where
m

^F Mp, the fraction of relevant documents in the file 
examined (or recall)

f =^5. , the fraction of the file examined
F

N_ = the total number of documents in the fileF

M„ = the numbc'r of relevant documents in the fileF

n = the total number of documents examined
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m = the .'lumber of relevant documents examined 
when the number of documents examined is n

k, b = the search performance parameters, i. e., param
eters which describe the performance of an 
information retrieval system. The larger the 
value of these parameters the better the perfor
mance of the information retrieval system.

Thp equivalent unnormalized form of the search characteristic curve is:
n.l/kjb|{ (3.5.4)1 - (1 -1 m = Mrp = Mjj,

Equation (3. 5. 4) permits one to compute the expected number of relevant 
documents that will be retrieved for a given elementary class of searches 
as a function of the number of documents examined, n, the number of 
relevant documents in the file, Mp,, the size of the file, N^, and the 
search performance parameters. Thus, measures described in Part II, 
Measurement, yield inputs to the models described in this section.

Acquisition characteristic curvs3. 5. 3. 2

Search characteristic curves relate the returns 
resulting from a given search policy to the number of documents examined. 
A similar relationship exists between the returns resulting from a given 
acquisition policy and the number of documents acquired, indexed, and 
filed. This latter relationship will be called the acquisition characteristic 
curve. Just as the search characteristic curve describes the effectiveness 

of a search policy, the acquisition characteristic curve describes the 
effectiveness of the acquisition policy. The purpose of this subsection is 
to develop the notion of the acquisition characteristic curve.

For a given body of knowledge which is to be covered 

by a given information retrieval system for a given body of users, let N 
be the total number of documents, and let M be the number of documents 
wanted by the body of users. The total number of documents N can be
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pubdivided into the M wanted documents and the remaining N-M unwanted 
documents. For example, documents written in a foreign language which 
cannot be translated feasibly would constitute a part of the unwanted documents.

If the aetjuisition policy is such that every single one of 
the N documents is acquired, then all of the M wanted documents will be a
part of the file of the information retrieval system. Although such a policy 
provides perfect coverage of wanted documents, it can be exceedingly costly, 
especially when N is very large, and therefore that policy is rarely adopted.

A more feasible acquisition policy involves acquiring 

Let Np, be the number of documents in 
such a subset, i. e. , the number of documents that are acquired, indexed 
and placed in the file.

only a subset of the N documents.

If Np is less than N, there is, of course, a chance 
that not all of the M wanted documents will be a part of the file, i. e. , the
number of wanted documents in .he file is less than M. 
number of wanted documents which are part of the file.

of the return resulting from certain acquisition.

Let M be the 
r

Note that M is 
ra measure

The relationship between Mp and Np for a family of 
acquisition policies will be defined to be the acquisition chi racteristic 
curve, and is represented graphically in Figure 3. 5. 2.

N/NpC =

W =
M

0 0
0i "f N

Figure 3.5.2. Acquisition characteristic curve.-
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The normalized version of the acquisition characteristic curve is also 
shown in Figure 3. 5. 2 and is obtained by dividing the abscissa by N and 

the ordinate by M. The resulting ratios may be defined to be the coverage, 
C, and the fraction of wanted documents contained in the file. W, and 
given by the following equations:

are

NFC = (3. 5. 5)N

^F
W = (3. 5. 6)M

Applying the same rationale used to obtain analytical expressions for the 
search characteristic curves, it can be shown that the acquisition curves of 
Figure 3. 5. 2 can be represented by the following equation:

W = 1 - (1 - ® (3. 5. 7)

3. 5. 3. 3 User benefit curves

Each search generates a number of relevant documents 
from which the user derives a certain amount of benefit. If the user obtains
all the relevant documents as a result of a search, the user benefit derived 
from the search is a maximum. On the other hand, if the user obtains 
only a fraction of the relevant documents as a result of a search, tiic user
benefit derived from the search is a fraction of the maximum benefit. 
Typical reasons for a search producing only a fraction of the maximum 
number of relevant documents are the following:

The file against which the search is processed contains 
only a fraction of the rele ant documents, i. e., the 
file coverage is not 100 percent.

Errors were made either in indexing the document or 
in preparing the query.
The depth of search was not sufficienUy great to retrieve 
all the relevant documents in the file.

a.

b.

c.
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ConsifJor how the iser bi nefit ierived from a search varies 
as the fraction of relc'. ant docum'’nt!; \amin>c;d varies from zero to unity.

If none of the relevant documents is retrievi d, w . ma; assume that the

A? me e and more of fne relevant docuinents are 
retrieved, the user benefits ris*' contmuoi sly.

documents arc retric'-ed, ^he user h. nefi s will certainly achieve their 
maximum value.

user benefit is zero

When all of the reU-vant

Because it is difficult and perhaps unreasonable for tiis 
user to determine the maximum value of the benefit derived from a i»earch 
that gives him all the relevant doonments. it is not convenient for the user 
to think in terms of the fraction of maMmuin user benefit. The fraction

of maximum user oenefit, v. wid inc-easr steadily from zero to unit^ as 
the fraction of relevant documents examini d, r, varies from zero to unity.

A method for arriving at a relationship between v and r is by asking the 
user to estimate subjectively values of v for each of a series of values for 
r. But fii'st it is helpful to relate r, the fraction of the universe of relevant 
documents, to r^, the fraction of relevant document.* in the file, and W, the 
file coverage. By definition, it follows that

. m mr = ----- s -----
MM . W (3. 5. 8)M " ’’f

F

•Since subjective estimates may be expected to lack precision, 
it appears appropriate to express the relationship between v and r by the 
following equation:

V = l-(l-r)'* (3. 5. 9)

where u 5s a parameter that describes the rate of increase of v with respect 
For small values of r, u is approximately equal to the rate of 

increase of v with respect to r. 
the fractional user benefit curve.

to r.

The relationship between v and r is called

A few examples will clarify the meaning of fractional benefit

I
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curves and the parameter u. 

in finding one or at most two relevant documents 
tional
search needs.

As a first example, consider a user interested

on a given subject. Addi- 
rele% ant documents will be of very little additional benefit for his

Furthermore, suppose that the total number of documents 
relevant to his search request is 50. Since the user is interested in obtain
ing at most 2 of 50 relevant documents, he is interested in a recall, r,
of only 2/50 or 0. 04, a sufficiently small value of r for Equation (3. 5. 9) 
to be applicable, i. e.,

~ V 1 u = — = ------
r 0.04 = 25 (3. 5.10)

As a second example, consider a user who is interested in 
conducting an exhaustive bibliographic search 

additional relevant document, on the average, will add equally to his benefit,
only when he obtains all of the relevant documents will his benefit reach 

its maximum.

a given subject. Eachon

and

In this case the fractional user benefit is equal to the 
fraction of relevant documents retrieved, i. e 
to using a value of u equal to unity in (3. 5.10).

v = r. This is equivalent• »

3. 5. 3. 4 A net benefit model

The net benefit is defined as the benefit minus the costs. 
For this subtraction to be meaningful, the benefit and the cost should be 
commensurable, i. e. , they should have the same units, 
fractional user benefit to the user benefit expressed in dollars, 
value should be assigned to the maximum user benefit, and the fractional 
user benefit should be multiplied by this dollar value.

And what should this dollar value be? Assuming that the 
objective of the information retrieval system is to provide informational 
support in meeting organizational goals, this dollar value should be the 
price that the managing body of the organization is willing to pay for the 
service provided by the particular type of search for the particular type 
of user.

To convert the
a dollar
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Usually there are other means of obtaining similar services 
for which the price can be readily established, and this car. be used by 

the m.anaging body as a frame of reference for arriving at an appropriate 
price. For example, additional research assistants can be hired to conduct 
searches using services that would be available in the absence of the 
information retrieval system. High caliber research assistants who provide 
a high quality probably could be attracted by high salaries, and it should 
be possible to match approximately the quality of search (except for response 
time) of the system with an appropriate caliber research assistant, 
the salary and time requirements of such a research assistant and any 
additional expenses to be incurred in executing a search, the cost of a 
search can be readily computed.

From

^ If the response time of the search conducted by the research
assistant and the search conducted by the system were the same, the cost 
of the search conducted by the research assistant would be a reasonable price 

However, if the system's response time for a search is substantially 
less than tlie research assistant response time for a search, it may be

I to use.

desirable to pay a premium for more rapid service, the amount of the premium 
depending on the urgency of the search results. In any event, the managing 
body of an organization could reasonably establish an appropriate price to
pay for the maximum user benefit derived from a particular type of search 
by a particular type of user. Let this price be denoted by B. Then for a 
search that yields a fractional user benefit of v, the user benefit per search 
expressed in dollars is B • v. For s searches, therefore, the total benefits.
B,^, is simply:

B B- V' s (3. 5.11)T

Although (3. 5.11) appears to be a simple expression, it should be remembered
that V requires a string of relationships, (3. 5. 3), (3. 5. 7), (3. 5. 8), and 
(3. 5. 9) to be evaluated. This point will be brought out subsequently in an
example.

I
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3. 5. 4 A comprehensive cost model

The cost for a simple document retrieval system is now considered.
The average annual cost of a simple document retrieval system consists of 

two components: a fixed cost and a variable cost. How the cost is resolved 

are adopted.into these components depends on what management policies

In this paper, it is assumed that the costs vary with respect to
three factors: (1) the number of documents in the file, 
of searches per year.

Np,, (2) the number
s, and (3) the number of documents examined

»
1 per

More specifically, 
may be expressed as follows:

search, n. All other costs are assumed to be fixed, 
it is assumed that the total annual cost, C.^,,

Ct = Cq + Ci-Np + (C^ + Cg-n). (3. 5.12)s

where Cq = fixed cost

Cj = the marginal cost of increasing the size of the file by 
document

Cg = the contribution to the cost per search which does not 
vary with the number of documents examined

Cg - the marginal cost per search of increasing by 
number of documents examined in a search.

The annual net benefit, is defined to be the difference between
and C.^,, i. e.,

one

one the

P = B - C T “t '^T

Substituting (3.5.11) and (3.5.12) into (3.5.13) yields the following expression 
for the net benefit;

(3. 5.13)

Pt = (B v - Cg - Cg.n)-s - Cj.Np -

One application of equation (3. 5.14) is to compare the relative merits 
of alternative information retrieval systems. If all of the cost and benefit 
parameters required to compute P.^ are available for one or more simp'.e

information retrieval systems, the value of P.^, can be estimated for each 
system using (3. 5. 14).

(3. 5.14)
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For several simple information retrieval systems designed to 
fulfill the same objectives, the system with the largest value of is 

preferred. However, since may be viewed as a random variable, 
the uncertainty in the P.^, values of the various alternative systems should 
also be considered before one system is claimed to be better than all the 
others -- for there may be no statistically significant difference between 
the values.

-Another use of (3. 5.14) is to predict improvements in the operation 
given information retrieval system by estimating the increase in netof a

benefit associated with changes in various system parameters and decision 
variables. For small changes in these quantities the rate of increase 
in net benefit with respect to the quantity 
tives of P.^ given by (3. 5.14).

be obtained by taking deriva-can

These two applications of Equation (3. 5.14) are illustrated by a 
hypothetical example below.

3. 5. 5 Hypothetical example

Assume that the performance of a simple information retrieval 
system is characterized by the following relationship and data:

Search Characteristic Curve
- (1 - f'/2)10= 1^F (3. 5.15)

Acquisition Characteristic Curve
W = 1 - (1 - C) ^

(3. 5.16)

File Size

Np = 100, 000 documents 

Total Number of Documents

N = 200, 000 documents
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User Benefit Curve

r = W- '‘f (3. 5.17)

- (1 - r)*V = 1 (3. 5.18)

Estimated Benefit Per Search. B 
lower estimate -- $10 
upper estimate -- $20

Costs

overall fixed costs, C^ 
cost per document, C^ 
fixed cost per search, C

A

cost per search per document, C = $0. 03
o

Number of Searches Per Year

= $25, 000 

= $0.25 
= $2

s = 10,000

Typically, the number of documents examined, n, is 500. 
parameters and data are summarized in Table 3. 5.1 below.

The above

Table 3. 5.1 Summary of hypothetical parameters and data

Search k = 1/2
b 60
n = 500

Acquisition h = 1
a =5

Np = 100, 000

N = 200,000

Benefits B = $20 to $40 
u = 5

Costs ^0 = $25,000 
= $0.25 
= $2 
= $0. 03

C1
^2

^3

Demand s = 10,000
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I
Since f is 500/100,000, Tjj, is 0. 52 from (3. 5. 15). 

\V is 0. 960 from (3. 5. 16), and from (3. 5. 17) r is 0, 50.
Since C is 0. 5, 

For r equal to
V equals 0. 753 by (3. 5. 18). .'\ccoi-(iing to (3. 5. 11), therefore, B 

should be between

0.50,

Bt = $20-(0. 753)(10,000) = 150.6K low estimate

and

B” = $40-(0. 753)(10, 000) = 301. 4K high estimate

The costs computed according to (3. 5. 12) are:

C.J, = $25K+$0.25 X lOOK + $(2 + .03 X 500)10K 
= $220K

Hence the net benefit lies between 

= $199.6K - $220K -$69. 3K low benefit

and

P,^ = $399. 3K - $220K $81.4K high benefit

Thus, one can see that the system under the conditions specified 
above is questionable and not clearly justified from a net benefit analysis 
standpoint. Suppose, however, that the system is modified to yield the 
same reeall (0. 52) with total retrieval of 500 documents reduced to 100 
documents. •Mso, assume that this improvement increases s to 20,000 
searches, increases fixed costs to $50, 000, and increases fLxed cost per 
search lO $4.

C.J. = $50K + 0. 25 X lOOK + $(4 + 0. 03 X 100)10K = $215K 

= $20(0. 753X20,000)

= $40(0. 753)(20, 000) = $602. 7K 

- $301.4K - $215K = $86. 4K

$301.4K low estimate

high estimate

low benefit
ph

T $602.7K - $215K = $387.8K high benefit

I
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Thus, the system modification would appear to be entirely justified from 
the standpoint of net benefit.

As indicated in the first example, the uncertainty in benefits 
search may be crueial in estimating the net benei'it.

per
However, when

comparing one system with another, this uncertainty is not nearly so 
important, for one would expect that the same relative ranking of systems 
according to net benefit would be preserved whether or not the high or 
low estimate is employed.

To continue with the first example, assume that the benefit per 
search is equal to the break-even value ($220K), i.e. , the value for which 
P,j. is zero. This value is readily found to be approximately B = $29.
For this value of B, questions such as the following may be asked:

What benefit could be gained by enlarging the size of the file, 
and maintaining the same policy?

Should users, in general, examine more than 500 documents, 
the typical number or less ?

If the search policy can be improved to the extent that b is 
increased by one unit, how much would the net benefit 
increase?

If the acquisition policy can be improved to the extent that a 
is increased by one unit, how much would the net benefit 
increase?

a.

b.

c.

d.

Answers to questions such as these should be particularly useful in 
deciding what direction of development appears to be most fruitful.

Questions a and b are now considered in terms of the above 
hypothetical information retrieval system.

a. The effect of file size

The effect of file size on the net benefit can be obtained by 
differentiating P,^, with respect to while holding the other parameters
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in Table 3, 5. 1 fixed. From (3, 5 14) and (3. 5. 12) it follows tHat:

9PT = 8V= p-s-:- - c (3. 5. 19)8N 8NF F

From (3. 5. 3) through (3. 5. 9) and for k = 1/2, h = 1 it can be shown that

dv u-1 wb-(l-fS^‘^ n •kf’"-^„a(l-c)^'^= -u{l-r)dN F2F N -INF
Using values from Table 3. 5. 1 for these parameters yields:

dv 1/2.9 -1/2 - y5-(1-c)^= -2(l-r) w-10(l-f ) •l/2f • ndNF -I N

and in view of (3. 5. 19)

dPT
(29)(10. 000)(. 00032) - (0. 25)

$93.40

Therefore, at the operational conditions shown in Table 3. 5. 1. increasing 
the file size by one document will increase the net benefit by $93. 40.

Effect of examining more documents

dN F

b.

From (3. 5. 14) it follows that

dP T dv
^■^'dN ■

From (3. 5. 9), (3. 5. 8) and (3. 5. 3) for R = h =1 it can be shown that

(3.5.20)d n

u-1 b-1dv (l-r) (1-f) b* w= udn Nf
and in view of (3. 5. 20)

dP,T
= (29)(10,000)(-. 000092) - (. 03)-(10, 000)

= $-326.80

Therefore, at the state of operation shown in Table 3. 5. 1, if each user 

examines one more document the net benefit should increase by $-326.80.

dn
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Similarly, by differentiating with respect to other parameters
one can predict how much the net benefit should increase per unit increase

dPin these parameters. For example. T is an estimate of the increase
db

in net benefit per unit increase in b, a parameter that characterizes the
3Peffectiveness of the search policy; T is an estimate of the increase in
0a

net benefit per unit increase in a, a parameter that characterizes the
effectiveness of the acquisition policy; -*^T

8C.
1

of how much the net benefit will decrease per unit increase in the cost C.;
ap ^T is an estimate of how much the net benefit will increase if the

for i = 0, 1, 2, 3 are estimates

and
a s

number of searches per year can be increased by one. From a knowledge 
of these estimates, one obtains an idea concerning what areas of research 
and development should yield the greatest payoff measured in terms of 
net benefit. For example, improving the acquisition policy to the extent 
that the parameter a increases by one unit may yield a much greater in
crease in net benefit than the same increase in b. This would suggest 
that doing more research and development in improving the acquisition 
policy should be more fruitful than doing research and development in 
improving the search policy.
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